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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Statement
Visualization is an important component of biological data analysis. Ideally, visual methods
are tightly integrated with analysis methods, so that it is seamless to plot data from different inter-
mediate stages of the analysis. Bioconductor [1, 2] provides a substantial analysis platform, but
limited tools for genomic data visualization. Visual tools for genomic data, eg GenomeView [3],
IGV [4, 5], IGB [6, 7], primarily are detached from the analysis engine. This research fills this
gap, by developing visualization methods that are integrated into the Bioconductor suite. There
are three main components of the research:
• New visual tools for genomic data that utilize the latest research in visualization.
• Infrastructure development to support the visual tools, and analysis of other types of biolog-
ical data.
• Application of the visualization methods to the analysis of RNA-seq and DNA-seq data.
1.2 Overview
The thesis is organized in the following way:
• Chapter 2 describes the development of new visual methods for genomic data, and the cor-
responding software, ggbio. In 2008, Wickham developed a new software package, ggplot2,
built upon and extending the ideas of Wilkinson [8] that organize data plots using a grammar.
A grammar enables generalization of graphs, and comparison of seemingly different types of
2
plots. My work extends this grammar into the area of genomic data, and provides an imple-
mentation of the ideas. The package is available on Bioconductor and there is substantial
additional documentation on the web site http://www.tengfei.name/ggbio. This
chapter has been published in Genome Biology 13 (8), R77.
Contribution: Michael Lawrence and I designed and wrote the package. Michael Lawrence
provided the initial ideas on extending the grammar for biological data. Dianne Cook and
Michael Lawrence provided advice on plot design, and suggestions for the design and devel-
opment of the package.
• Chapter 3 introduces the R package biovizBase. This is an infrastructure package used for
ggbio, that defines fundamental aesthetics and utilities to provide standards for visualization
of biological data. It was designed as a separate package because it is expected that other
graphics packages beyond ggbio will make use of these standards. The package is available
on Bioconductor. This chapter will be published as a vignette with the software.
Contribution: This package and documentation is primarily my work, with some contribu-
tions in the software by Michael Lawrence, and based on feedback from Michael Lawrence
and Dianne Cook.
• Chapter 4 describes a pipeline for preprocessing the GC/MS and LC/MS metabolomics data.
The methods are implemented in the package chromatoplots. Originally the software used
GGobi [9] to provide interactive diagnostic graphics, and this part of the package has been
extracted and is being implemented in another package built upon a new interactive graphics
system, cranvas [10], by Marie Vendettuoli. The goal is to publish this chapter in BMC
Bioinformatics.
Contribution: This work was started by Michael Lawrence’s PhD research. He finished
most of the numerical methods and the design. My contributions has been to refine the
protocols for each stage, and validate the pipeline on the test data sets. Suh-Yeon Choi and
Eve Wurtele provided the data and professional feedback on the analysis from biological
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side. Dianne Cook, Heike Hofmann and Marie Vendettouli have offered critical statistical
thinking and feedback from usage of the software.
• Chapter 5 is about the implementation of the object-oriented principle called Command Pat-
tern, in R. It facilities task scripting, pipeline construction and project management. The
package provides the infrastructure for chromatoplots. It is expected that these tools will be
useful for many different R projects, which is why an independent package was created. The
goal is to submit this chapter to the Journal of Statistical Software.
Contribution: The original ideas and a prototype for this package were also done in Michael
Lawrence’s PhD research. My contributions were to clean up, finish up the framework,
package the software and document the ideas.
• Chapter 6 describes issues related to RNA-seq data analysis. The effect of dispersion es-
timation on significance of results is examined, and new tools for visual data mining are
described. It partially documents the application of the visual methods to the analysis of
RNA-seq data. This chapter is an invited submission to Journal of Data Mining in Genomics
& Proteomics.
Contribution: Michelle Graham and Randy Shoemaker provided the data and biological in-
sight for this project. I contributed to the analysis pipeline construction, development of
interactive interaction graphics to examine the dispersion estimation impact. Mahbub Ma-
jumder provided the initial proposition about why the dispersion estimation affected the gene
lists, and suggestions for how to examine this. Niladri Roy Chowdhury Roy conducted the
Amazon Turk study to test for presence of structure.
1.3 Foundation
The software developed as part of this thesis research builds upon the R [11] and Bioconduc-
tor [1, 2] platforms. R is an open source programming language and a data analysis environment
for statistical computing and graphics. It is a standard among data analysts who develop statistical
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software, and represents a major global movement to make statistical analysis tools freely to the
world. It contains thousands of contributed packages from many different developers, that provide
specialist tools for different analytical purposes. Researchers developing new statistical methodol-
ogy are pretty much expected to make their work available in R. Bioconductor is an open source
and open development software project, built on R, providing tools for the analysis and under-
standing of high-throughput genomic data. The Bioconductor web site currently hosts more than
400 packages and has an active user community, and annual developers conference. A subset of
these project were used for the research described in this thesis. The packages GenomicRanges,
rtracklayer, Rsamtools were used to import raw RNA-seq data and perform data manipulation.
edgeR, DESeq were used to perform differential expression analysis analysis. To generate static
graphics, ggbio, ggplot2 were employed.
The interactive graphics methods are based on the new R packages qtbase, qtpaint, cranvas,
leveraging the Qt library, to produce fast graphics of large datasets. Qt is a cross-platform appli-
cation(C++ library) and UI framework. R has an API to Qt, with the package qtbase [12]. The
package qtpaint [13] provides a high level toolkit for fast and convenient drawing inside R. The
package cranvas has a set of plotting routines for making basic statistical graphics, scatterplot,
parallel coordinate plot, histogram, barchart, mosaic plot, which are interactive. These tools are
used in the analysis of RNA-seq data.
It should be noted that this entire thesis is written using the R Sweave[14] file and produced by
knitr[15]. This is done so that all of the scripts shown in this thesis are run on the fly to output the
tables and figures in the typeset document. This process ensures that my research is reproducible.
1.4 Scope
In the broader scheme of biological research, my PhD research has focused on ways to make
it easier to analyze data, particularly to make effective visualizations of biological data. I have
been involved in the analysis of different types of data with different researchers on campus and
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at Genentech, microarray, metabolomics, RNA-seq, and DNA-seq, DNA methylation, and copy
number variation. This includes analysis of a 2 × 2 factor soybean experiment using RNA-seq
data to identify the iron efficiency response, with USDA scientist Michelle Graham. This work is
to appear in Plant, Cell & Environment and resulted in the follow-up examination of dispersion
estimation effect that is in Chapter 6. Collaboration on genome-wide methylation profile and
methylation-associated SNP analysis in pigs with James Koltes has been submitted to Plant and
Animal Genome XXI. These applications helped to refine the methods that were developed in this
thesis.
My initial direction was to build new methodology for interactive graphics, into a package
called visnab. The packages, qtbase and qtpaint, were used to create graphics of genomic data
that responded to user actions, such as mousing over a circular layout of a genome to investigate
local details. This initial work in collaboration with Dr. Michael Lawrence, produced several new
packages, MutableRanges, objectSignals, objectProperties, objectWidgets. However, it became
quickly apparent that there was an absence of basic static visualization tools. Thus we needed
to take a couple of steps back, learn about the grammar of graphics, and build on these ideas
to produce static visual methods for genomic data, resulting in ggbio, and the utility packages,
biovizBase and commandr. Returning to the development of interactive tools will be a next step,
that has already been partially revisited with the RNA-seq analysis tools described in Chapter 6.
6Chapter 2
GGBIO: AN R IMPLEMENTATION FOR EXTENDING THE
GRAMMAR OF GRAPHICS FOR GENOMIC DATA
Tengfei Yin, Dianne Cook, Michael Lawrence
Paper published in Genome Biology 13 (8), R77
Homepage: www.tengfei.name/ggbio
Vigette: downloadable from Bioconductor website.
ABSTRACT
We introduce ggbio, a new methodology to visualize and explore genomics annotations and
high-throughput data. The plots provide detailed views of genomic regions, summary views of
sequence alignments and splicing patterns, and genome-wide overviews with karyogram, circular
and grand linear layouts. The methods leverage the statistical functionality available in R, the
grammar of graphics and the data handling capabilities of the Bioconductor project. The plots are
specified within a modular framework that enables users to construct plots in a systematic way,
and are generated directly from Bioconductor data structures. The ggbio R package is available at
http://tengfei.github.com/ggbio/.
2.1 Introduction
Visualization is an important component of genomic analysis, primarily because it facilitates
exploration and discovery, by revealing patterns of variation and relationships between experimen-
tal data sets and annotations. Data on the genome fall into two classes: annotations, such as gene
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models, and experimental measurements, such as alignments of high-throughput sequencing data.
The unique and unifying trait of all genomic data is that they occupy ranges on the genome. As-
sociated with the ranges is usually multivariate meta-information both at the feature level, such as
a score or functional annotation, and at the sample level, such as gender, treatment, cancer or cell
type. These data range can range in scale from hundreds to billions of data points, and the features
are dispersed along genomes that might be many gigabases in length. Visualization tools need to
slice and dice and summarize the data in different ways to expose its different aspects and to focus
on different resolutions, from a sensible overview of the whole genome, to detailed information on
a per base scale. To help focus attention on interesting features, statistical summaries need to be
viewed in conjunction with displays of raw data and annotations.
Various visualization tools have been developed, most of which are implemented in the form of
a genome browser. Data are typically plotted along with annotations with genomic coordinates on
the horizontal axis with other information laid out in different panels called tracks. Examples of
genome browsers include desktop-based browsers IGB [6, 7] and IGV [4, 5]. There are also web-
based genome browsers, including Ensembl [16], UCSC Genome Browser [17], and GBrowse
[18], and several new web-based browsers, like Dalliance, which rely on technologies like HTML5
and SVG [19], or Adobe Flash, like DNAnexus [20]. Other software, like Circos [21], provide
specialist functionality. R also has some new tools for visualizing genomic data, GenomeGraphs
[22] and Gviz [23]. They all have advantages for different purposes: some are fast, while others
have easier user interfaces. Some are interactive, offer cross-platform support or support more file
formats.
Data graphics benefit from being embedded in a statistical analysis environment, which al-
lows the integration of visualizations with analysis workflows. This integration is made cohesive
through the sharing of common data models [24]. In addition, recent work on a grammar of data
graphics [8, 25] could be extended for biological data. The grammar of graphics is based on modu-
lar components that when combined in different ways will produce different graphics. This enables
the user to construct a combinatoric number of plots, including those that were not preconceived
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by the implementation of the grammar. Most existing tools lack these capabilities.
A new R package, ggbio, has been developed and is available on Bioconductor[26]. The
package provides the tools to create both typical and non-typical biological plots for genomic data,
generated from core Bioconductor data structures by either the high-level autoplot function,
or the combination of low-level components of the grammar of graphics. Sharing data structures
with the rest of Bioconductor enables direct integration with Bioconductor workflows.
2.2 Basic Usage
In ggbio, most of the functionality is available through a single command, autoplot, which
recognizes the data structure and makes a best guess of the appropriate plot. Table 2.1 lists the
type of plot produced for each type of data structure. The plot in Figure 2.1 was rendered with the
autoplot function in ggbio, using the following code:
Table 2.1: Formal data model and the corresponding default graphics. These are also the supported objects
for the autoplot function in ggbio, which produces the corresponding graphic automatically.
Object Usage Icon
IRanges basic intervals
GRanges genomic intervals chrYchrX
GRangesList nested intervals
GappedAlignments gapped alignments
BamFile read alignments
character external files chrYchrX
Rle/RleList genome-length vectors
TranscriptDb gene structure
BSgenome genomic sequence C T G
VCF variants C T GA
ExpressionSet summarized expression data
GenomicRangesList multiple datasets
autoplot(grl, aes(color = strand))
91
2
48245000 48250000 48255000 48260000 48265000 48270000
strand
+
−
statistical transformation:
stepping
geometric object: 
chevron
layout: linear
geometric object:
alignment
scale: strands are 
mapped to color
Figure 2.1: Example of exons of gene SSX4 and SSX4B isoforms, annotated to illustrate the grammar
of graphics extensions used. The filled rectangle represents exons and chevron represents introns. They
are grouped by transcript ID and the y-axis shows the stepping levels, which stacks transcripts to avoid
overplotting. Color is mapped from strand direction.
The data, grl, is a GRangesList object, a Bioconductor data structure for representing compound
ranges, including a set of transcript structures. The autoplot function recognizes the GRanges-
List object and draws the intervals in the typical fashion for a gene model or alignment. The y
axis is generated by a layout algorithm to ensure that the transcripts are not overplotted. The x
axis is automatically set as the genomic coordinates. The call to aes maps the strand variable
to the color aesthetic. Users can specify labels, titles, layout, etc by passing additional arguments
to autoplot. Compared to the more general qplot API of ggplot2, autoplot facilitates the
creation of specialized biological graphics and reacts to the specific class of object passed to it.
Each type of object has a specific set of relevant graphical parameters, and further customization
is possible through the low-level API, introduced later.
2.3 Plotting Tracks
In many genome visualizations, different datasets are typically plotted separately and then
stacked on top of the same x axis, the genomic coordinates. These plots are often called tracks,
because they are usually much wider than they are tall and run parallel to each other. Each track
might contain a heatmap, or a histogram, or a density plot, for example. The data displayed in
each track is related to the data displayed in the other tracks through the shared genomic axis. The
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goal is to be able to observe different patterns in these snapshots for regions of the genome. When
displaying a relatively large region, the tracks might show a summary of the data, whereas more
details are depicted for smaller regions.
The ggbio package provides a function called tracks, which stacks plots in a specified order
and creates a Tracks object. The object allows users to zoom and shift the plot, as well as modify
parameters like the height and theme of individual tracks. In the following example, p1, p2 and
p3 are plot objects in the session.
tracks(p1, p2, p3, heights = c(4, 1, 1))
Figure 2.2 illustrates the creation of tracks. One tumor/normal pair of RNA-seq samples are
shown with the goal of interpreting splicing changes. A key aspect of the plot is how the read
alignment coverage and junction counts are composited and then juxtaposed with the data from
the other sample, as well as the annotated transcript models. The viewer is then able to relate the
changes in coverage to the corresponding transcript structures, via the common x axis. At the top
of the figure is a ideogram overview of the chromosome, using colors corresponding to the Giemsa
stain.
2.4 Genomic Overviews
The purpose of an overview plot is to give a grand view of the entire genome. By definition,
this means that the resolution will be poor and that only large features will be visible. An overview
may reveal large features that might be missed if one focused too narrowly. Different methods for
mapping the genomic axis to the screen have been applied to address the space issues, and also to
ease the drawing of connections between regions.
Grand Linear View
Figure 2.3 shows an example of a grand linear view, which lays out the entire genome along
a single linear axis. The plot shown in the figure is a special case of the grand linear plot called
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Figure 2.2: An example of a plot made from multiple tracks. At the top, the relevant chromosome is
drawn with the subregion of interest marked in red. The middle track shows the slicing summary plots for
the gene ALDOA for normal and tumor samples. Splicing is shown as arches and size is used to represent
junction counts and color represents novelty: blue indicates known splicing events against the model and red
indicates novel splicing events. The height of arches is proportional to the distance between the two ends of
the arches, or the distance between the junction reads. Coverage is shown by position to address supporting
evidence in the raw data. The splicing summary plots are aligned with a view of the gene structure in the
bottom track. The thicker rectangle represents the CCDS transcripts. This plots in both tracks are made with
truncate gaps coordinate transformation. The space dedicated to introns has been significantly reduced,
and the exonic regions are shown in detail, even though the entire gene region is in view.
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a Manhattan plot, due to its resemblance to the Manhattan skyline. It emphasizes extreme events,
which show up as high-valued outliers. This view has been used for many genome-wide association
study (GWAS) reports [27]. The data here come from a GWAS study on Angus cattle, the data are
faceted by three different scoring and classification methods [28]. The horizontal axis shows the
global genomic coordinates, and the vertical axis is generally mapped to some quantity of interest,
in this case, the genetic variance.
Figure 2.3: Grand linear view applied to a Manhattan plot as part of a GWAS study in Angus cattle. The y-
axis shows genetic variance, calculated by sliding windows of five consecutive SNPs, for the IBK (Infectious
Bovine Keratoconjunctivitis, a type of pinkeye) score. The x-axis is the genomic coordinates with all the
chromosomes side-by-side. The horizontal striping of color helps to indicate the end of one chromosome
and beginning of another. The plot is faceted by three different analysis methods. There is one extreme
variance in the middle facet, in the region of chromosome 23. There are also a few large values in other
regions. According to the results from the paper, three of these regions, 2, 13, and 23 are found to be
potentially indicative of a Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) associated with IBK.
The plot uses linear layout and employs the genome coordinate transformation, which trans-
forms the chromosomal coordinates into global genomic coordinates as if all of the chromosomes
were concatenated together. The transformation supports both proportional and uniform scaling
of chromosomes, so that the plot area consumed by a chromosome is either proportional to its
length or the same as the other chromosomes. It is also possible to add a buffer or break between
chromosomes.
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Karyogram Overview
Figure 2.4 shows a (single copy) karyogram overview plot, with the color indicating RNA-
editing locations in human [29]. The karyogram layout represents chromosomes as rectangles and
stacks them vertically or in a grid layout. Genomic position is relative to the chromosome, starting
from the first position at the left for each rectangle. Associated information is overlaid on or over
the box. Applications like Genome Graphs in the UCSC genome browser[17] provide a similar
plot. The advantage of this layout over the grand linear view is more efficient use of horizontal
space, and hence finer resolution detail on the positions of the features. The trade-off is that the
second variable has less space – instead of a full vertical axis the information needs to be fit into
each rectangle. Thus, we obtain genomic position resolution at the cost of less data layer resolution.
It is common to see this type of plot used for SNP density, varying levels of identity-by-descent
(IBD) [30] and length of LD spans [31].
Circular Overview
The primary purpose of the circular view is to show links between genomic regions. This
is generally infeasible with the linear or karyogram layouts. In a circular layout, features are
organized into concentric rings. Figure 2.5 illustrates the circular overview on the data from a gene
fusion study conducted by Bass and colleagues, who sequenced the genomes of nine individuals
with colorectal cancer and identified an average of 75 somatic rearrangements per tumor sample
[32]. This circular view shows only a single sample (CRC-1), the structural rearrangements are
shown as links with intrachromosomal events in green and interchromosomal translocations in
orange. An ideogram of the autosomes is shown in the outer ring, with somatic mutation and
score tracks in the plot. There are many software packages that provide a circular overview plot,
including Circos [21], CGView [33] and DNAplotter [34].
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Figure 2.4: Karyogram plot shows a subset of human RNA-editing sites, and they are color coded for
different regions as follows: red indicates exon, green indicates intron and blue indicates exon/intron status
is unknown.
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Figure 2.5: DNA structural rearrangements and somatic mutation in a single colorectal tumor sample (CRC-
1). The outer ring shows the ideogram of the human autosomes, labeled with chromosome numbers and
scales. The segments represent the missense somatic mutations. The point tracks show score and support
for rearrangement. The size of the points indicates the number of supporting read pairs in the tumor and
the y value indicates the score for each rearrangement. The links represent the rearrangements, where
intrachromosomal events are colored green and interchromosomal events are colored orange.
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2.5 Specialized Plots
There are some typical types of plots used to examine specific biological questions. This
section describes how ggbio builds two of these: a mismatch summary and an edge-linked interval
plot.
Mismatch Summary
Mismatch summary is one typical way to visualize alignments from sequencing data, especially
in the context of variant calling. Other genome browsers, such as IGV [5], Savant [35] and Artemis
[36] render similar plots from BAM and VCF files. Figure 2.6 shows two different summaries of
mismatches from a set of RNA-seq read alignments. The top plot shows one DNA-seq sample
from the first phase of the 1000 genome project [37], represented as a stacked barchart. It provides
a detailed view of the coverage, where the counts of bases that match the reference are indicated by
gray bars, and the counts of non-reference bases are indicated by a different color that is specific
to the base (A, C, G or T).
Edge-linked Interval to Data Views
Interval data, like genes, regulatory sites, read alignments, etc, are different lengths. Differ-
ences in length can be distracting when looking at associated numerical information. Thus, length
is sometimes best ignored, and the interval treated as an id or categorical variable. Figure 2.7 shows
an example. The top plot shows a profile display of expression levels for two samples, GM12878
and K562, where the genomic position of the exon is treated as a categorical variable, forcing equal
width in the plot. This allows us to see exons where the expression level is different, without being
distracted by the relative interval size of the exon. We could also consider this display to be a
parallel coordinate plot [38, 39].
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Figure 2.6: An example of mismatch a summary plot, with associated variant calls. The top track shows
a barchart of reference counts in gray and mismatched counts colored by the nucleotide. The middle track
shows SNPs as letters, color coded also by nucleotide. There is one mismatch, “T” which is different for all
of the reads from the “A” in the reference genome (bottom letter plot).
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Figure 2.7: Edge-Linked interval to data view for the expression of the exons of gene PDIA6. The top track
shows the expression level for each of the exons, and the color indicates the sample (GM12878 or K562).
The second track shows the links between the even-spaced expression track and the exon track, below. The
package DEXseq, which produces a similar graphic, computes differential expression and significance, and
significance is indicated by coloring the connecting lines red. The track at the bottom shows the annotated
transcripts.
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2.6 Biological Extensions to the Grammar of Graphics
The Base Grammar
The work introduced in this paper builds upon the grammar of graphics conceived by Wilkinson
[8] and expanded upon by Wickham [25]. The grammar is composed of interchangeable compo-
nents that are combined according to a flexible set of rules to produce plots from a wide range of
types. Table 2.2 explains the components of the grammar (data, geom, stat, scales, coord, facet),
as utilized in ggplot2, and indicates how these are used to create two graphics: Figure 2.8 and
Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.8: MA-plot for differential expression analysis in four RNA-seq samples with two cell lines
GM12878 and K562, annotated to illustrate the use of the grammar of graphics. Points is our geomet-
ric object, x axis indicates the normalized mean and the y axis indicates the log2 fold change. Aesthetics
mapping took place between the groups and the color to use red to indicate the most significant differently
expressed observation (gene). This plot uses Cartesian coordinates.
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Table 2.2: Components of the basic grammar of graphics, and the extended grammar, and how they are
used in Figures 2.8 and 2.1. Figure 2.9 illustrates how the grammar has been extended for biological data.
Entries marked with new are those developed as part of this work; the rest are inherited from ggplot2.
Comp Explanation Figure 2.8 usage Figure 2.1 usage
Data Data to visualize, containing variables and values. A gene expression
table.
A GRanges object
(core data structure
in Bioconductor)
Geom A geometric object draws the data as a graphi-
cal primitive. Types of primitives include points,
lines, polygons or text. Some statistical or com-
posite primitives, such as histogram, boxplot and
point range, are considered to be geoms.
Points with color
indicating signifi-
cance of expression
(red=significant,
black=not).
Alignments (new),
Chevron (new)
Stat A statistical transformation transforms, filters
and/or summarizes a variable prior to plotting.
For example, binning and counting is necessary
to make a histogram. The default would be an
identity transformation, which does not change
the data. In ggplot2 an appropriate default trans-
formation is chosen according to the geom, e.g.
the bin transform for the histogram geom. Thus,
the user rarely needs to explicitly specify one.
Identity (Computa-
tion of M value and
A values is done
outside of the gram-
mar.)
Steppings (new)
Scales A scale maps the variables (e.g., expression, treat-
ment, gene id) from data space to aesthetics (e.g.,
position, color, area). Scales also control asso-
ciated guides like axes and legends. Included in
scales are numerical transformations such as log
or square root of variables, so that an axis can be
drawn on a log scale, for example. The default is
a linear scale.
A, the log geomet-
ric average, the x
axis, and M, the log
ratio mapped to the
y axis.
Genomic position
mapped to position
along x axis, and
levels mapped to y
axis.
Coord A coordinate system controls how two position
scales work together. The default is the Cartesian
coordinate system, but others such as a polar co-
ordinate system could be chosen.
Cartesian Cartesian
Facet A faceting specification is used to produce small
multiples [40] for subsets of the data. In other
graphical systems it is known as latticing [41],
trellising [42] or even, conditioning.
None None
Layout
(new)
A layout is a new grammatical component for
controlling how multiple plots are arranged in a
figure. It was motivated by the need to display
multiple genomic annotation data sets simultane-
ously, and also supports genomic overviews.
Single Linear
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Genomic Data and Abstractions
Data are the first component of the grammar, and data may be collected in different ways.
Wilkinson makes a distinction between empirical data, abstract data and metadata [8]. Empirical
data are collected from observations of the real world, while abstract data are defined by a formal
mathematical model. Metadata are data about data, which might be empirical, abstract or metadata
themselves. We will use the term data source to refer to concrete data in specific databases and file
formats. This is roughly analogous to Wilkinson’s empirical data.
The ggbio package attempts to automatically load files of specific formats into common Bio-
conductor data structures, using routines provided by Bioconductor packages, according to Table
2.3. The loaded data are then considered by Wilkinson to be abstract, in that they are no longer tied
to a specific file format. Analogously, a data structure may be created by any number of algorithms
in R; all that matters is that every algorithm returns a result of the same type. The type of data struc-
ture loaded from a file or returned by an algorithm depends on the intrinsic structure of the data.
For example, BAM files are loaded into a GappedAlignments, while FASTA and 2bit sequences
result in a DNAStringSet. The ggbio package handles each type of data structure differently, ac-
cording to Table 2.1. In summary, this abstraction mechanism allows ggbio to handle multiple file
formats, without discarding any intrinsic properties that are critical for effective plotting.
Table 2.3: Supported abstract data structures (class names) and related data sources.
Data source Abstract data Usage
gff, bed, wig,
BigWig...
GRanges genomic regions with meta-
data
bam BamFile reference to bam files
GappedAlignments container for store alignments
vcf SummarizedExperiments container for ranges of inter-
ests and multiple assay data
2bit, FASTA DNAStringSet container for storing a set of
nucleotides or amino acids.
sqlite TranscriptDb genomic features
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Extension Overview
Genomic data have some specific features that are different from those of more conventional
data types, and the basic grammar does not conveniently capture such aspects. The grammar of
graphics is extended by ggbio in several ways, which are illustrated in Figure 2.9 and described
in Table 2.4. These extensions are specific to genomic data, i.e., genomic sequences and features,
like genes, located on those sequences.
ﬁles
multiple data structures
gﬀ, wig, 
bed, ... bam vcf 2bit, FASTA
GRanges BamFile,GappedAlignment SummarizedExperiment DNAStringSet
I/O packages in Bioconductor
geometric 
object
statistical
transformation scale
coordinate
system faceting layout
chevron
arch
alignment
arrow
arrowrect
...
coverage
stepping
gene
mismatch
table
...
ranges linearkaryogram
circular
individual plot
arrangement  (tracks)
grammar of graphics 
with extension 
autoplot
genome
truncate gaps
Figure 2.9: Diagram of the ggbio framework for processing sequence data. It starts with a mapping from
different file types to different objects or data structure in R, using Bioconductor tools, followed by general
and extended grammar of graphics mapping of data elements to graphical components. The final stage
arranges the graphics in a designed layout to show annotation tracks or multiple data sets. Orange boxes and
dark brown arrows indicate the extensions provided by ggbio.
Figure 2.1 illustrates how the components of the grammar are combined to plot gene structures.
A sample of the data is shown in Table 2.5. The data are passed to ggbio as a GRangesList object.
The chevron geom mimics the typical splice junction diagram found in textbooks and it draws
the introns in the example. The exons are drawn using the rectangle geom, and the high-level
alignment geom ensures that the introns and exons from the same transcript are drawn connected,
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Table 2.4: Components of the basic grammar of graphics available in ggplot2, with the extensions made
by ggbio. Some of the basic functions from ggplot2, recognized because the name is the same, have been
extended to work with the biological data models.
Component Name Usage Icon
geom geom rect rectangle
geom segment segment
geom chevron chevron
geom arrow arrow
geom arrowrect arrow
geom arch arches
geom bar bar
geom alignment alignment (gene)
stat stat coverage annotation/read depth
stat mismatch mismatch pileup for align-
ments
stat aggregate aggregate in sliding window
stat stepping avoid overplotting
stat gene consider full gene structure
stat reduce consider reduced gene struc-
ture
stat table tabulate ranges 1 4
coord linear ggplot2 linear but facet by
chromosome
chrYchrX
genome put everything on genome co-
ordinates
chrYchrX
truncate gaps compact view by shrinking
gaps
layout linear genomic coordinates on x
axis
chrYchrX
karyogram karyogram display
chr1
chr2
chr3
50 100 150 200 250 300
start
circle circular
faceting formula facet by formula chr1 chr2 chr3
Tumor
 Normal
ranges facet by ranges chrX:1-100 chrY:200-1000
scale not extended ggplot2default
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according to the tx id column. The position on the chromosome is mapped to the horizontal axis
and strand is mapped to color. The vertical axis is mapped to a variable generated by the stepping
statistic, which avoids overplotting between the transcripts. We will explain these aspects in the
following sections.
Table 2.5: Typical biological data coerced into a data frame: A GRanges table representing gene SSX4
and SSX4B. One row represents one exon, seqnames indicates the chromosome name, ranges indicates the
interval of exons, strand is the direction, tx id and exon id are the internal id’s used for mapping cross
database.
seqnames ranges strand tx id exon id
1 chrX [48242968, 48243005] + 35775 132624
2 chrX [48243475, 48243563] + 35775 132625
3 chrX [48244003, 48244117] + 35775 132626
4 chrX [48244794, 48244889] + 35775 132627
5 chrX [48246753, 48246802] + 35775 132628
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
26 chrX [48270193, 48270307] - 35778 132637
27 chrX [48269421, 48269516] - 35778 132636
28 chrX [48267508, 48267557] - 35778 132635
29 chrX [48262894, 48262998] - 35778 132633
30 chrX [48261524, 48262111] - 35778 132632
Biological Geometries
A geom is responsible for translating data to a visual, geometric representation according to
mappings between variables and aesthetic properties on the geom. In comparison to regular data
elements which might be mapped to the ggplot2 geoms of points, lines and polygons, genomic
data has the basic currency of an range. Ranges underlie exons, introns and other features, and
the genomic coordinate system forms the reference frame for biological data. We have introduced
or extended several geoms for representing ranges and gaps between ranges. They are listed in
Table 2.4. For example, the alignment geom delegates to two other geoms for drawing the ranges
and gaps. These default to rectangles and chevrons, respectively. Having specialized geoms for
commonly encountered entities, like genes, relegates the tedious coding of primitives, and makes
user code simpler and more maintainable.
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Biological Statistical Transformations
A statistical transformation (stat) transforms or summarizes the data in a particular way.
These statistics may be mapped to visual aesthetics in the same manner as the original data. In
this work we introduce several statistical transformations specifically for genomic data as shown
in Table 2.4. For example, given a large number of read alignments, computation of coverage is
useful, as shown in Figure 2.10. These transformations were implemented with significant help
from Bioconductor tools. New statistical transformations are readily incorporated.
Biological Coordinate Transformations
Coordinate systems locate points in space, and we use coordinate transformations to map from
data coordinates to plot coordinates. The most common coordinate system in statistical graphics is
cartesian. The transformation of data to cartesian coordinates involves mapping points onto a plane
specified by two perpendicular axes (X and Y). Why would two plots transform the coordinates
differently for the same data? The first reason is to simplify, such as changing curvilinear graphics
to linear, and the second reason is to reshape a graphic so that the most important information
jumps out at the viewer or can be more accurately perceived [8].
Coordinate transformations are also important in genomic data visualization. For instance,
features of interest are often small compared to the intervening gaps, especially in gene models.
The exons are usually much smaller than the introns. If users are generally interested in viewing
exons and associated annotations, we could simply cut or shrink the intervening introns to use the
plot space efficiently. For example, Figure 2.2 is able to show the entire gene region, with virtually
no loss in data resolution. In ggbio, we propose three sets of coordinate systems, shown in Table
2.4, which are useful for genomic data.
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Figure 2.10: Statistical transformation, coverage and stepping, are used to summarize short reads data.
(Top) A set of (simulated) short reads, displayed using the stepping transformation, vertically, and the default
geom “rectangle”. (Bottom) Coverage is shown on the vertical axis, using the geom, “area”. This example
applies the data model GRanges object.
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Biological Faceting
Almost all experimental outputs are associated with an experimental design and other meta-
data, for example, cancer types, gender and age. Faceting allows users to subset the data by a
combination of factors and then lay out multiple plots in a grid, to explore relationships between
factors and other variables. The ggplot2 package supports various types of faceting by arbitrary
factors. The ggbio package extends this notion to facet by a list of ranges of interest, for example, a
list of gene regions. There is always an implicit faceting by sequence (chromosome), because when
the X axis is the chromosomal coordinate, it is not sensible to plot data from different chromosomes
on the same plot. As an aside, generating a set of tracks might resemble faceting, but it is easier to
fit into the grammar framework if we think of it as a post-processing step.
Biological Layout
We have also extended the grammar of graphics with an additional component called layout,
upon which the mapping from genomic coordinates to plot coordinates depends. The default lay-
out simply maps the genomic coordinates to the x-axis and facets by chromosome. The currently
supported layouts are: linear (genomic coordinates mapped to the x-axis), karyogram (each chro-
mosome displayed separately, in an array), and circular (like linear, except wrapped around in a
circle). The high-level genomic overview plots take advantage of these layout mechanisms.
2.7 Low-level Grammar-oriented API
For custom use cases, ggbio provides a low-level API that maps more directly to components
of the grammar and thus expresses the plot more explicitly. Generally speaking, we strive to
provide sensible, overridable defaults at the high-level entry points, such as autoplot, while
still supporting customizability through the low-level API.
All lower level functions have a special prefix to indicate their role in the grammar, like layout ,
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geom , stat , coord , and theme . The objects returned by the low-level API may be added to-
gether via the conventional + syntax. This facilitates the creation of new types of plots. A geom in
ggplot2 may be extended to work with more biological data model, for example, geom rect
will automatically figure out the boundary of rectangles when the data is a GRanges, as do
geom bar, geom segment, etc.. As an example, the following code produces the same
plot as the code shown above, using the low-level API instead of autoplot.
ggplot() + geom_arrowrect(unlist(grl)) + geom_chevron(gaps(unlist(grl)))
The reader will notice how the low-level code is more descriptive about the composition of the
plot. In this example, it says we start with an empty plot as created by ggplot. We then use geom
arrowrect for exons and add a second layer for the gaps using geom chevron.
The low-level API may be used in conjunction with autoplot, via the + syntax. This makes
it possible to save a plot as an object in a session and modify it in different ways while experi-
menting. For example, the following code applies a new theme to the existing graphic object. The
theme null function removes the background labels and legend.
p <- autoplot(grl, aes(color = strand))
p + theme_null()
2.8 Material and Methods
The ggbio package is an extension for R, a free cross-platform programming environment for
statistical analysis and graphics with more than 3000 contributed packages. The package depends
upon Bioconductor libraries for handling and processing data, including the implementation of
the statistics in our extension of the grammar. The Bioconductor project is a collaborative effort
to develop software for computational biology and bioinformatics with high-quality packages and
documentation [1]. The visualization methods in ggbio depend heavily on the package ggplot2
[25], which implements the grammar of graphics. The new geoms in ggbio are constructed from
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primitives defined in ggplot2. We use ggplot2 as the foundation for ggbio, due to its principled
style, intelligent defaults and explicit orientation towards the grammar of graphics model. The
color schemes in ggbio were derived from standard palettes available in R [43, 44, 45].
The RNA-seq data used in this paper is from ENCODE [46]. Two cell lines, GM12878 (blood,
normal, female) and K562 (blood, cancer, female), are selected, and there are two replicates for
each sample. The data were mapped against hg19 using Spliced Transcript Alignment and Re-
construction (STAR) [47]. The Bioconductor packages Rsamtools [48] and GenomicRanges [49]
were used to import the BAM files and count reads overlapping exons. The package DEXSeq [50]
was used to conduct the expression analysis and find the most differently expressed genes. We used
the rtracklayer package [51] to import BED format files and cast them into GRanges objects for
ggbio. The DNA-seq BAM files and VCF files used in Figure 2.6 were downloaded from 1000
genomes [37].
All figures, code and data links are available from the case study section of the ggbio website[52].
2.9 Discussion
We have demonstrated how ggbio supports both the convenient construction of typical genomic
plots, while simultaneously supporting the invention of new types of plots from low-level building
blocks. Use cases of ggbio range from generating reproducible, exploratory plots in the course
of an analysis to the prototyping of new ways of looking at these complex data. Lessons learned
might be applied to the design of more complex, interactive systems. A new package, visnab, is
being developed to make interactive graphics for genomic data [53].
One such lesson learned is the importance of color choices, which are inconsistent in many
existing tools. Color is one of the primary visual clues in a data graphic and needs to be handled
with some intelligence. For example, the ggbio package builds on well-specified color palettes
used in ggplot2 and biovizBase, including one which is based on the biologically-inspired Giemsa
stain colors, as shown at the top of Figure 2.2.
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2.12 Abbreviations
1. API: Application Programming Interface
2. CCDS: Consensus Coding DNA Sequence
3. CRC: Colorectal Tumor Sample
4. DNA: Deoxyribonucleic Acid
5. ENCODE: The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements
6. GFF: General Feature Format
7. GWAS: Genome-Wide Association Study
8. IBD: Identity By Descent
9. IBK: Infectious Bovine Keratoconjunctivitis
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10. IGB: Integrated Genome Browser
11. IGV: Integrative Genomics Viewer
12. LD: Linkage Disequilibrium
13. QTL: Quantitative Trait Locus
14. RNA: Ribonucleic Acid
15. SNP: Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
16. STAR: Spliced Transcript Alignment and Reconstruction
17. UCSC: University of California Santa Cruz
18. UTR: Untranslated Region
19. VCF: Variant Call Format
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Chapter 3
BIOVIZBASE: INFRASTRUCTURE PACKAGES FOR
BIOLOGICAL DATA VISUALIZATION
Tengfei Yin, Michael Lawrence, Dianne Cook
Manuscript prepared for submission to the Journal of Statistical Software
Abstract
The biovizBase is an R package that provides a set of utilities and conventions for genomic data,
including mismatch summary, coverage estimation, data fetching, data transformation, coordinate
transformation, etc.. The color schemes provided in this package leverage biological meanings,
visual impact and colorblind vision, with pre-defined palettes for many biological objects, such
as DNA/RNA nucleotide, giesma stain, amino acids. It serves as the base for various high-level
packages for biological data visualization, for example, ggbio and visnab and it saves development
effort and encourages consistency.
3.1 Introduction
Package biovizBase is developed in R and hosted in Bioconductor, it ships with a set of util-
ities including color schemes serving as the basis for visualization of genomic data. Some other
visualization packages are currently built on it, such as ggbio(Chapter 2), visnab and Gviz.
Why is it important to have such an infrastructure package for visualization task? Biological
data is one of the most complex data, determined by its highly specialized focus in different fields.
Flat table format alone is not enough for storing information derived from experiments. A variety
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of data formats have been developed to describe data structures, however many are very similar to
each other, and could be generalized into one uniform format. For example, BED, GTF, GFF are
all used to describe interval data and related meta information with slightly different requirements.
Bioconductor abstract these formats, and provides a higher level, providing general core data
structures to represent similar data, appended with a handful of computing methods to generally
handle different types of genomic data. For interval based data, GenomicRanges is an abstraction
for BED, GTF, GFF data format. These abstractions significantly facilitate a form of data model
that could be used for data visualization framework, especially for genomic data. However, an
additional level of abstraction and transformation could provide easier mapping and construction
of graphics, and layout in different coordinate systems. As new generation sequencing technology
advances rapidly, enormous throughput data has been generated, visualization from raw data also
raises new challenge in terms of speed, data transformation, and summary statistics. Visualization
has been playing a key role in bioinformatics analysis and interpretation. Very little guidance has
been provided or discussed around aesthetics and the conceptual framework for solely biological
or genomic data. This gap is filled by the package biovizBase, which provides the connections
needed from the Bioconductor data tools to what is needed for visualization.
3.2 Usage
3.2.1 Color Schemes
The biovizBase package defines a set of default color schemes for biological data, based on the
following principles.
• Make biological sense. Data is displayed in a way that is similar to observed results under
the microscope. (Example: giemsa stain results)
• Use well-studied color sets. Generate aesthetically pleasing colors based on well-defined
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color sets like ColorBrewer 1. Produce the appropriate color for sequential, diverging, and
qualitative color schemes.
• Accommodate colorblind vision. Creating color pallets that pass the color blind check on
the Vischeck website 2 or use palette from package dichromat or use color-blind safe color
palette checked by ColorBrewer website3. There are three types of colorblind checking
strategy defined on these website.
Deuteranope a form of red/green color deficit;
Protanope another form of red/green color deficit;
Tritanope a blue/yellow deficit- very rare.
Our color scheme try to pass colorblind checking points to make sure all the users can tell the
difference between groups of data displayed. To make the implementation easy, we most time just
use dichromat to check this, dichromat collapses red-green color distinctions to approximate the
effect of the two common forms of red/green color blindness, protanopia and deuteranopia. Or we
could simply implement proved colorblind safe palette from dichromat or RColorBrewer.
All color schemes have a general color generating function and a default color generating
function. They are automatically stored in options as default when loading the package. Other
packages built on biovizBase can use the default color scheme, ensuring consistent color themes
across all static and interactive graphics. Users may also change the default color in the options
to personalize the global color scheme to fit their needs.
library(biovizBase)
1http://colorbrewer2.org/
2http://www.vischeck.com/
3http://colorbrewer2.org/
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Colorblind Safe Palette
For graphics, it’s important to make sure most people can tell the difference between colors on
the plots, even for people with deficient or anomalous red-green vision.
We will add more and more colorblind safe palette gradually, now we only supported palettes
from two packages, dichromat or RColorBrewer. However, RColorBrewer doesn’t provide infor-
mation about colorblind palette. So we need to check manually on ColorBrewer website, and add
this information with the palette information. For dichromat package, it doesn’t have a palette
information like brewer.pal.info, which contains three different types, qual, div, seq repre-
senting quality, divergent and sequential respectively, and also missing max colors information, so
we integrate all these information and generate three palette information.
• brewer.pal.blind.info provides only colorblind safe palette subset.
• dichromat.pal.blind.info provides colorblind safe palette with category informa-
tion and max color allowed.
• blind.pal.info integrate first two, provides a general palette information with extra
column like pal.id, which used for function colorBlindSafePal as index for argu-
ments palette or maxcolors for allowed number of color. pkg providing information
about which package it is defined.
head(blind.pal.info)
## maxcolors category pkg pal.id
## BluetoGray.8 8 div dichromat 1
## BluetoOrange.8 8 div dichromat 2
## BrowntoBlue.10 10 div dichromat 3
## BluetoOrange.10 10 div dichromat 4
## PiYG 11 div RColorBrewer 5
## PRGn 11 div RColorBrewer 6
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Then we defined a color generating function colorBlindSafePal, this function reading in
a palette argument which could be a index number or names for palette defined in blind.pal.info.
And return a color generating function, a repeatable argument will control, for number over
max color numbers required, does it simply repeat it or just providing limited number of colors.
## with no arguments, return blind.pal.info
head(colorBlindSafePal())
## maxcolors category pkg pal.id
## BluetoGray.8 8 div dichromat 1
## BluetoOrange.8 8 div dichromat 2
## BrowntoBlue.10 10 div dichromat 3
## BluetoOrange.10 10 div dichromat 4
## PiYG 11 div RColorBrewer 5
## PRGn 11 div RColorBrewer 6
##
mypalFun <- colorBlindSafePal("Set2")
## mypalFun(12, repeatable = FALSE) #only three
mypalFun(11, repeatable = TRUE) #repeat
## [1] "#66C2A5" "#FC8D62" "#8DA0CB" "#66C2A5" "#FC8D62"
## [6] "#8DA0CB" "#66C2A5" "#FC8D62" "#8DA0CB" "#66C2A5"
## [11] "#FC8D62"
To Collapses red-green color distinctions to approximate the effect of the two common forms
of red- green color blindness, protanopia and deuteranopia, we can use function dichromat from
package dichromat, this save us the time to
We only show this as an examples and won’t compare all other color schemes in the following
sections. Please notice that
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## for palette "Paried"
mypalFun <- colorBlindSafePal(21)
par(mfrow = c(1, 3))
showColor(mypalFun(4))
library(dichromat)
showColor(dichromat(mypalFun(4), "deutan"))
showColor(dichromat(mypalFun(4), "protan"))
#A6CEE3
#B2DF8A
#1F78B4
#33A02C
#C3C3E2
#D2D28E
#6C6CB5
#8D8D43
#CACAE3
#DADA8A
#7272B4
#989831
Figure 3.1: Checking colors with two common type of color blindness. The first one is normal perception,
second one for deuteranopia and last one for protanopia. Since we are using selected color palettes in this
package, it should be fine with those types of blindness.
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• If the categorical data contains many levels like amino acid, people cannot easily tell the
difference anyway, we did the trick to simply repeat the colors. This might be useful for
many other cases like grand linear view for chromosomes, since if the viewed orders of
chromosomes is fixed it’s OK to use repeated colors since they are not going to be layout as
neighbors anyway.
• For schemes like cytobands, we try to follow the biological sense, in this case, we don’t
really check the color blindness.
Cytobands Color
Chemically staining the metaphase chromosomes results in a alternating dark and light band-
ing pattern, which could provide information about abnormalities for chromosomes. Cytogenetic
bands could also provide potential predictions of chromosomal structural characteristics, such as
repeat structure content, CpG island density, gene density, and GC content.
biovizBase package provides utilities to get ideograms from the UCSC genome browser, as a
wrapper around some functionality from rtracklayer. It gets the table for cytoBand and stores the
table for certain species as a GRanges object.
We found a color setting scheme in package geneplotter, and we implemented it in biovisBase.
The function .cytobandColor will return a default color set. You could also get it from options
after you load biovizBase package.
And we recommended function getBioColor to get the color vector you want, and names
of the color is biological categorical data. This function hides interval color genenerators and also
the complexity of getting color from options. You could specify whether you want to get colors by
default or from options, in this way, you can temporarily edit colors in options and could change
or all the graphics. This give graphics a uniform color scheme.
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getOption("biovizBase")$cytobandColor[1:10]
## gneg stalk acen gpos gvar gpos1
## "grey100" "brown3" "brown4" "grey0" "grey0" "#FFFFFF"
## gpos2 gpos3 gpos4 gpos5
## "#FCFCFC" "#F9F9F9" "#F7F7F7" "#F4F4F4"
getBioColor("CYTOBAND")[1:10]
## gneg stalk acen gpos gvar gpos1
## "grey100" "brown3" "brown4" "grey0" "grey0" "#FFFFFF"
## gpos2 gpos3 gpos4 gpos5
## "#FCFCFC" "#F9F9F9" "#F7F7F7" "#F4F4F4"
## differece source from default or options.
opts <- getOption("biovizBase")
opts$DNABasesNColor[1] <- "red"
options(biovizBase = opts)
## get from option(default)
getBioColor("DNA_BASES_N")
## A T G C N
## "red" "#2C7BB6" "#D7191C" "#FDAE61" "#FFFFBF"
## get default fixed color
getBioColor("DNA_BASES_N", source = "default")
## A T G C N
## "#ABD9E9" "#2C7BB6" "#D7191C" "#FDAE61" "#FFFFBF"
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seqs <- c("A", "C", "T", "G", "G", "G", "C")
## get colors for a sequence.
getBioColor("DNA_BASES_N")[seqs]
## A C T G G G
## "red" "#FDAE61" "#2C7BB6" "#D7191C" "#D7191C" "#D7191C"
## C
## "#FDAE61"
You can check the color scheme by calling the plotColorLegend function. or the showColor.
cols <- getBioColor("CYTOBAND")
plotColorLegend(cols[c(1:5, seq(1, 100, by = 10)+5)],
title = "cytoband")
cytoband
gneg
stalk
acen
gpos
gvar
gpos1
gpos11
gpos21
gpos31
gpos41
gpos51
gpos61
gpos71
gpos81
gpos91
Figure 3.2: Legend for cytoband color
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Strand Color
In the GRanges object, we have strand which contains three levels, +, -, *. We are using a
qualitative color set from Color Brewer and check with dichromat as Figure3.3 shows, and we can
see that this color set passes all three types of colorblind test. Therefore it should be a safe color
set to use to color strand.
par(mfrow = c(1, 3))
cols <- getBioColor("STRAND")
showColor(cols)
showColor(dichromat(cols, "deutan"))
showColor(dichromat(cols, "protan"))
#1B9E77
#D95F02
#7570B3 #8A8A7C
#92921D
#7676B3 #969677
#76761A
#7171B3
Figure 3.3: Colorblind vision check for color of strand
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Nucleotides Color
We start with the five most used nucleotides, A,T,C,G,N, most genome browsers have their
own color scheme to represent nucleotides, We chose our color scheme based on the principles
introduced above. Since in genetics, GC-content usually has special biological significance be-
cause GC pair is bound by three hydrogen bonds instead of two like AT pairs. So it has higher
thermostability which could result in different significance, like higher annealing temperature in
PCR. So we hope to choose warm colors for G,C and cold colors for A,T, and a color in between
to represent N. They are chosen from a diverging color set of color brewer. So we should be able
to easily tell the GC enriched region. Figure 3.4 shows the results from dichromat, and we can see
this color set passes all two types of the colorblind test. It should be a safe color set to use to color
the five most used nucleotides.
getBioColor("DNA_BASES_N")
## A T G C N
## "red" "#2C7BB6" "#D7191C" "#FDAE61" "#FFFFBF"
Amino Acid Color and Other Schemes
We also include some other color schemes created based on existing object in package Biostrings
and other customized color scheme. Please notice that the object name is not the same as the name
in the options. On the left of =, it’s name of object, most of them are defined in Biostrings and on
the right, it’s the name in options.
DNA_BASES_N = "DNABasesNColor"
DNA_BASES = "DNABasesColor"
DNA_ALPHABET = "DNAAlphabetColor"
RNA_BASES_N = "RNABasesNColor"
RNA_BASES = "RNABasesColor"
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par(mfrow = c(1, 3))
cols <- getBioColor("DNA_BASES_N", "default")
showColor(cols, "name")
cols.deu <- dichromat(cols, "deutan")
names(cols.deu) <- names(cols)
cols.pro <- dichromat(cols, "protan")
names(cols.pro) <- names(cols)
showColor(cols.deu, "name")
showColor(cols.pro, "name")
A
C
T
N
G A
C
T
N
G A
C
T
N
G
Figure 3.4: Colorblind vision check for color of nucleotide
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RNA_ALPHABET = "RNAAlphabetColor"
IUPAC_CODE_MAP = "IUPACCodeMapColor"
AMINO_ACID_CODE = "AminoAcidCodeColor"
AA_ALPHABET = "AAAlphabetColor"
STRAND = "strandColor"
CYTOBAND = "cytobandColor"
They all could be retrieved by calling function getBioColor.
Future Schemes
Current color schemes are most generated based on known object in R, which has a clear
definition and classification. But we do have more interesting events or biological significance need
to be color coded. Like most genome browser, they try to color code many events, for instance,
color the insertion size which is larger/smaller than the estimated size; for paired RNA-seq data,
we may color the paired reads mapped to a different chromosome.
We may include more color coded events in this package in next release.
3.2.2 Utilities
biovizBase serves as a basis for the visualization of biological data, especially for genomic data.
IRanges and GenomicRanges are the two most important infrastructure packages to manipulate
genomic data. They already have lots of useful and fast utilities for processing genomic data. Some
other package such as rtracklayer, Rsamtools, ShortRead, GenomicFeatures provide common I/O
for certain types of biological data and utilities for processing those raw data. Most of our utilities
to be introduced in this section only manipulate the data in a simple and different way to get
them ready for visualization. Most cases are only useful for visualization work, like adding brush
color attributes to a GRanges object. Some of the other utilities are responsible for summarizing
certain types of raw data, getting it ready to be visualized. Some of those utilities may be moved
to a separate package later.
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GRanges Related Manipulation
biovizBase mainly focuses on visualizing the genomic data, so we have some utilities for ma-
nipulating GRanges object. We are going to introduce these functions in the flow wing sub-
sections. Overall, we hope to reduce people’s work through these common utilities.
library(GenomicRanges)
set.seed(1)
N <- 500
gr <- GRanges(seqnames =
sample(c("chr1", "chr2", "chr3", "chrX", "chrY"),
size = N, replace = TRUE),
IRanges(
start = sample(1:300, size = N, replace = TRUE),
width = sample(70:75, size = N,replace = TRUE)),
strand = sample(c("+", "-", "*"), size = N,
replace = TRUE),
value = rnorm(N, 10, 3), score = rnorm(N, 100, 30),
group = sample(c("Normal", "Tumor"),
size = N, replace = TRUE),
pair = sample(letters, size = N,
replace = TRUE))
This is a tricky question. For example, for pair-end RNA-seq data, we may want to put the reads
with the same qname on the same level, with nothing falling in between. For better visualization of
the data, we may hope that adding invisible extensions to the reads will prevent closely neighbored
reads from showing up on the same level.
addStepping function takes a GenomicRanges object and will add an extra column
called .levels to the object. This function is essentially a wrapper around a function disjointBins
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but allows a more flexible way to assign levels to each entry. For example, if the arguments
group.name is specified to one of the column in elementMetadata, the function will make sure
• Grouped intervals are in the same levels( if they are not overlapped each other).
• No entry is following between the grouped intervals.
• If extend.size is provided, it buffers the intervals and then computes the disjoint levels, thus
ensuring that two closely positioned intervals will be assigned to different levels, a good
practice for visualization.
For now, this function is only useful for visualization purposes.
gr.close <- GRanges(c("chr1", "chr1"),
IRanges(c(10, 20), width = 9))
addStepping(gr.close)
## GRanges with 2 ranges and 1 metadata column:
## seqnames ranges strand | stepping
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <numeric>
## chr1 chr1 [10, 18] * | 1
## chr1 chr1 [20, 28] * | 1
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1
## NA
addStepping(gr.close, extend.size = 5)
## GRanges with 2 ranges and 1 metadata column:
## seqnames ranges strand | stepping
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <numeric>
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## chr1 chr1 [10, 18] * | 1
## chr1 chr1 [20, 28] * | 2
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1
## NA
Shrink the Gaps
Sometime, in a gene centric view, we hope to truncate or shrink the gaps to better visualize the
short reads or annotation data. It’s DANGEROUS to shrink the gaps, since it only make sense in
visualization. And even in the visualization the x-scale will be discontinued, and labels became
somehow meaningless. Make sure you are not using the shrunk version of data when performing
the down stream analysis.
This is a tricky question too, we hope to provide a flexible way to shrink the gaps. When we
have multiple tracks, users would be responsible to shrink all the tracks based on the common
gaps, otherwise there will be mis-aligned tracks.
maxGap computes a suitable estimated gap based on passed GenomicRanges
gr.temp <- GRanges("chr1", IRanges(start = c(100, 250),
end = c(200, 300)))
maxGap(gaps(gr.temp, start = min(start(gr.temp))))
## [1] 0.1225
maxGap(gaps(gr.temp, start = min(start(gr.temp))), ratio = 0.5)
## [1] 24.5
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shrinkageFun function will read in a GenomicRanges object which represents the gaps,
and returns a function which alters a different GenomicRanges object, to shrink that object
based on previously specified gaps shrinking information. You could use this function to treat
multiple tracks(e.g. GRanges) to make sure they are shrunk based on the common gaps and the
same ratio.
Be careful in the following situations.
• When use the same shrinkage function to shrink multiple tracks, make sure the gaps passed
to shrinkageFun function is the common gaps across all tracks, otherwise, it doesn’t
make sense to cut a overlapped gap within one of the tracks.
• The default max gap is not 0, just for visualization purpose. If for estimation purpose, you
might want to make sure you cut all the gaps.
And notice, after shrinking, the x-axis labels only provide approximate position as shown in
Figure 3.5 and 3.6, because it’s clipped. It’s just for visualization purpose.
gr1 <- GRanges("chr1", IRanges(start = c(100, 300, 600),
end = c(200, 400, 800)))
shrink.fun1 <- shrinkageFun(gaps(gr1),
max.gap = maxGap(gaps(gr1), 0.15))
shrink.fun2 <- shrinkageFun(gaps(gr1), max.gap = 0)
head(shrink.fun1(gr1))
## GRanges with 3 ranges and 1 metadata column:
## seqnames ranges strand | .ori
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <GRanges>
## [1] chr1 [ 91, 191] * | ########
## [2] chr1 [282, 382] * | ########
## [3] chr1 [473, 673] * | ########
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## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1
## NA
head(shrink.fun2(gr1))
## GRanges with 3 ranges and 1 metadata column:
## seqnames ranges strand | .ori
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <GRanges>
## [1] chr1 [ 1, 101] * | ########
## [2] chr1 [102, 202] * | ########
## [3] chr1 [203, 403] * | ########
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1
## NA
gr2 <- GRanges("chr1", IRanges(start = c(100, 350, 550),
end = c(220, 500, 900)))
gaps.gr <- intersect(gaps(gr1, start = min(start(gr1))),
gaps(gr2, start = min(start(gr2))))
shrink.fun <- shrinkageFun(gaps.gr, max.gap = maxGap(gaps.gr))
head(shrink.fun(gr1))
## GRanges with 3 ranges and 1 metadata column:
## seqnames ranges strand | .ori
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <GRanges>
## [1] chr1 [100, 200] * | ########
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Figure 3.5: Shrink single GRanges. The first track is original GRanges, the second one use a ratio which
shrink the GRanges a little bit, and default is to remove all gaps shown as the third track
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## [2] chr1 [222, 322] * | ########
## [3] chr1 [474, 674] * | ########
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1
## NA
head(shrink.fun(gr2))
## GRanges with 3 ranges and 1 metadata column:
## seqnames ranges strand | .ori
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <GRanges>
## [1] chr1 [100, 220] * | ########
## [2] chr1 [272, 422] * | ########
## [3] chr1 [424, 774] * | ########
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1
## NA
GC content
As mentioned before, GC content is an interesting variable which may be related to various
biological questions. So we need a way to compute GC content in a certain region of a reference
genome.
GCcontent function is a wrapper around getSeq function in BSgenome package and
letterFrequency in Biostrings package. It reads a BSgenome object and returns count/probability
for GC content in specified region.
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Figure 3.6: shrinkageFun demonstration for multiple GRanges, the top two tracks are the original tracks,
please note how we clipped common gaps for those two tracks and shown as bottom two tracks.
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library(BSgenome.Hsapiens.UCSC.hg19)
GCcontent(Hsapiens, GRanges("chr1", IRanges(1e6, 1e6 + 1000)))
GCcontent(Hsapiens, GRanges("chr1", IRanges(1e6, 1e6 + 1000)),
view.width = 300)
Mismatch Summary
Compared to short-read alignment visualization, it’s more useful to just show the summary of
nucleotides of short reads per base and compare with the reference genome. We need a way to show
the mismatched nucleotides, coverage at each position and proportion of mismatched nucleotides,
and use the default color to indicate the type of nucleotide.
pileupAsGRanges function summarizes reads from bam files for nucleotides on single base
units in a given region, which allows the downstream mismatch summary analysis. It’s a wrapper
around applyPileup function in Rsamtools package and more detailed control could be found
under manual of PileupParam function in Rsamtools. pileupAsGRanges function returns a
GRanges object which includes a summary of nucleotides, depth, and bam file path. This object
could be read directly into the pileupGRangesAsVariantTable function for a mismatch
summary.
This function returns a GRanges object with extra elementMetadata, counts for A,C,T,G,N
and depth for coverage. bam indicates the bam file path. Each row is single base unit.
pileupGRangesAsVariantTable performs comparisons to the reference genome (a
BSgenome object) and computes the mismatch summary for a certain region of reads. User need
to make sure to pass the right reference genome to this function to get the right summary. This
function drops the positions that have no reads and only keeps the regions with coverage in the
summary. The result could be used to show stacked barchart for the mismatch summary.
This function returns a GRanges with the following elementMetadata information.
ref Reference base.
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read Sequenced read at that position. Each type of A,C,T,G,N summarize counts at one position,
if no counts detected, will not show it.
count Count for each nucleotide.
depth Coverage at that position.
match A logical value, indicate it’s matched or not.
bam Indicate bam file path.
Sample raw data is from SRA(Short Read Archive), Accession: SRR027894 and subset the
gene at chr10:6118023-6137427, which within gene RBM17. contains junction reads.
library(Rsamtools)
data(genesymbol)
library(BSgenome.Hsapiens.UCSC.hg19)
bamfile <- system.file("extdata", "SRR027894subRBM17.bam",
package="biovizBase")
test <- pileupAsGRanges(bamfile, region = genesymbol["RBM17"])
test.match <- pileupGRangesAsVariantTable(test, Hsapiens)
head(test[,-7])
head(test.match[,-5])
Get an Ideogram
getIdeogram function is a wrapper of some functionality from rtracklayer to get certain
table like cytoBand. A full table schema can be found here at UCSC genome browser. Please click
describe table schema.
This function requires a network connection and will parse the data on the fly. The first ar-
gument of getIdeogram is species. If missing, the function will give you a choice hint,
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so you will not have to remember the name for the database you want, or you can simply get
the database name for a different genome using the ucscGenomes function in Rtracklayer. The
second argument subchr is used to subset the result by chromosome name. The third argument
cytoband controls if you want to get the gieStain information/band information or not, which is
useful for the visualization of the whole genome or single chromosome. You can see some exam-
ples in ggbio.
library(rtracklayer)
hg19IdeogramCyto <- getIdeogram("hg19", cytoband = TRUE)
hg19Ideogram <- getIdeogram("hg19", cytoband = FALSE)
unknowIdeogram <- getIdeogram()
Please specify genome
1: hg19 2: hg18 3: hg17 4: hg16 5: felCat4
6: felCat3 7: galGal3 8: galGal2 9: panTro3 10: panTro2
11: panTro1 12: bosTau4 13: bosTau3 14: bosTau2 15: canFam2
16: canFam1 17: loxAfr3 18: fr2 19: fr1 20: cavPor3
21: equCab2 22: equCab1 23: petMar1 24: anoCar2 25: anoCar1
26: calJac3 27: calJac1 28: oryLat2 29: mm9 30: mm8
31: mm7 32: monDom5 33: monDom4 34: monDom1 35: ponAbe2
36: ailMel1 37: susScr2 38: ornAna1 39: oryCun2 40: rn4
41: rn3 42: rheMac2 43: oviAri1 44: gasAcu1 45: tetNig2
46: tetNig1 47: xenTro2 48: xenTro1 49: taeGut1 50: danRer7
51: danRer6 52: danRer5 53: danRer4 54: danRer3 55: ci2
56: ci1 57: braFlo1 58: strPur2 59: strPur1 60: apiMel2
61: apiMel1 62: anoGam1 63: droAna2 64: droAna1 65: droEre1
66: droGri1 67: dm3 68: dm2 69: dm1 70: droMoj2
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71: droMoj1 72: droPer1 73: dp3 74: dp2 75: droSec1
76: droSim1 77: droVir2 78: droVir1 79: droYak2 80: droYak1
81: caePb2 82: caePb1 83: cb3 84: cb1 85: ce6
86: ce4 87: ce2 88: caeJap1 89: caeRem3 90: caeRem2
91: priPac1 92: aplCal1 93: sacCer2 94: sacCer1
Selection:
Here is the example on how to get the genome names.
head(ucscGenomes()$db)
[1] hg19 hg18 hg17 hg16 felCat4 felCat3
122 Levels: ailMel1 anoCar1 anoCar2 anoGam1 apiMel1 apiMel2 ...
@
We put the most used hg19 ideogram as our default data set, so you can simply load it and see
what they look like. They are all returned by the getIdeogram function. The one with cytoband
information has two special columns.
name Name of cytogenetic band
gieStain Giemsa stain results
data(hg19IdeogramCyto)
head(hg19IdeogramCyto)
## GRanges with 6 ranges and 2 metadata columns:
## seqnames ranges strand | name
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <factor>
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## [1] chr1 [ 0, 2300000] * | p36.33
## [2] chr1 [ 2300000, 5400000] * | p36.32
## [3] chr1 [ 5400000, 7200000] * | p36.31
## [4] chr1 [ 7200000, 9200000] * | p36.23
## [5] chr1 [ 9200000, 12700000] * | p36.22
## [6] chr1 [12700000, 16200000] * | p36.21
## gieStain
## <factor>
## [1] gneg
## [2] gpos25
## [3] gneg
## [4] gpos25
## [5] gneg
## [6] gpos50
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1 chr10 chr11 chr12 chr13 ... chr8 chr9 chrX chrY
## NA NA NA NA NA ... NA NA NA NA
data(hg19Ideogram)
head(hg19Ideogram)
## GRanges with 6 ranges and 0 metadata columns:
## seqnames ranges strand
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle>
## [1] chr1 [1, 249250621] *
## [2] chr1_gl000191_random [1, 106433] *
## [3] chr1_gl000192_random [1, 547496] *
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## [4] chr2 [1, 243199373] *
## [5] chr3 [1, 198022430] *
## [6] chr4 [1, 191154276] *
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1 ... chrM
## 249250621 ... 16571
There are two simple functions to test if the ideogram is valid or not. isIdeogram simply
tests if the result came from the getIdeogram function, making sure it’s a GenomicRanges
object with an extra column. isSimpleIdeogram only tests if it’s GenomicRanges and does
not require cytoband information. But it double checks to make sure there is only one entry per
chromosome. This is useful to show stacked overview for genomes. Please check some examples
in ggbio to draw stacked overview and single chromosome.
isIdeogram(hg19IdeogramCyto)
## [1] TRUE
isIdeogram(hg19Ideogram)
## [1] FALSE
isSimpleIdeogram(hg19IdeogramCyto)
## [1] FALSE
isSimpleIdeogram(hg19Ideogram)
## [1] TRUE
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Other Utilities and Data Sets
We are not going to introduce other utilities in this vignette, please refer to the manual for
more details, we have other function to transform a GRanges to a special format only for graphic
purpose, such as function transformGRangesForEvenSpace could be used for grand linear
view or linked view as introduced in package ggbio.
We have introduced data sets like hg19IdeogramCyto and hg19Ideogram in the pre-
vious sections. We also have a data set called genesymbol, which is extracted from human
annotation package and stored as GRanges object, with extra columns symbol and ensembl id.
For fast mapping, we use symbol as row names too.
This could be used for convenient overlapped subset with other annotation, and has potential
use in a auto-complement drop list for gene search bar like most gene browsers have.
data(genesymbol)
head(genesymbol[, 1])
## GRanges with 6 ranges and 1 metadata column:
## seqnames ranges strand | symbol
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <character>
## A1BG chr19 [58858174, 58864865] - | A1BG
## A2M chr12 [ 9220304, 9268558] - | A2M
## NAT1 chr8 [18027971, 18081197] + | NAT1
## NAT1 chr8 [18067618, 18081197] + | NAT1
## NAT1 chr8 [18079177, 18081197] + | NAT1
## NAT2 chr8 [18248755, 18258723] + | NAT2
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1 ... chrY
## NA ... NA
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genesymbol["RBM17"]
## GRanges with 1 range and 2 metadata columns:
## seqnames ranges strand | symbol
## <Rle> <IRanges> <Rle> | <character>
## RBM17 chr10 [6130949, 6159420] + | RBM17
## ensembl_id
## <character>
## RBM17 ENSG00000134453
## ---
## seqlengths:
## chr1 ... chrY
## NA ... NA
3.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, biovizBase layouts fundamental infrastructure, color scheme and utilities for
high level visualization packages for genomic data, it has a solid support for Bioconductor data
structures, leverages well with statistical power in R and Bioconductor. For a long term goal,
more data transformation and numerical methods need to be developed to accommodate evolved
technology and data structure, data fetching methods has to be generalized into a generic function
and provide multiple reshaping options. For example, given a TranscriptDb object, it has a number
of ways to fetch the information, one can visualize the gene model with all the transcripts, or reduce
into one single model, or infer the UTR regions. This features will be critical for visualization for
specific type of raw data.
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ABSTRACT
Gas chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) is a widely used method for the high-
throughput measurement of metabolite levels in a biological sample. We have developed numerical
methods for preprocessing the raw data to yield the amounts of each metabolite levels utilizing the
experimental design under which the data is collected. The analysis routine is implemented in the
R package, chromatoplots. It’s built on the package commandr which assist in the pipeline con-
struction several steps, containing profile matrix generation, baseline subtraction, peak detection,
component detection, component grouping, retention time correction, summarization and normal-
ization. For each stage, multiple methods are available from both xcms [54] or chromatoplots
itself. For developers or advanced users, chromatoplots permits the plugin of customized algo-
rithms into pipeline at anytime.
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4.1 Introduction
The set of all metabolites in an organism is known as its metabolome. Metabolomics, the
study of the metabolome, relies on technology for measuring the amount of a metabolite present
in a sample. Metabolomics experiments typically use Gas Chromatography - Mass Spectrometry
(GC-MS) instruments for measuring the levels of metabolites. GC-MS is capable of generating a
consistent mass spectra through the use of electron ionization (EI). To assign biological meaning
to the results, it is important to identify the metabolite in the context of experimental design.
The software described here is written in the R statistical language and is based on xcms
[55]. Xcms is an R package that provides a common framework for analyzing LC-MS and GC-MS
data. The pipeline is building done with R package commandr [56]. The R API to chromatoplots
enables R programmers to script data preprocessing tasks. The package is named chromatoplots
for historical reasons, because the original version provided an interactive visualizations for each
stage in the analysis pipeline using GGobi. These features are replaced with another package
called chromatoplotsGUI that uses the Qt interface, which is faster. This version of chromatoplots
is a purely command line toolkit, assists the user in understanding the effect of parameter settings
and methods used for each stage on the output.
4.2 Pipeline components
We have developed a pipeline for converting raw GC-MS data into a matrix that gives the
level of each metabolite in each sample, so as to facilitate the downstream statistical analysis, for
instance, classification or differential significance test. The name and purpose of each stage, in
order of execution, is as follows:
1. Profile matrix generation: Convert ragged output into a aligned grid with a row for each
mass and column for each scan time, called the profile matrix.
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2. Baseline subtraction: Remove the chromatographic baseline from each sample, as it may
affect peak detection and quantification.
3. Peak detection: For each sample, find and characterize each chromatographic peak, which
represents the metabolite signal.
4. Component detection: For each sample, form a component, a group of peaks that represents
a metabolite, by clustering the peaks according to their position in time. For each sample,
reduce the components based on TIC or mass spectrum. Users can choose their favorite
combinations of filters to get the best result they want.
5. Component grouping: Across samples, match components that represent the same metabo-
lite.
6. Retention time correction: Align samples in time so that components representing the same
metabolite occur at the same time in every sample.
7. Summarization: Aggregate the peak quantities in each component to derive a single quan-
tity for the component.
8. Normalization: Correct for per-sample biases to ensure that the component quantities are
comparable across samples.
For each stage in the pipeline, we implemented different protocols or methods as stand-alone
components, so it’s very possible to construct a customized pipeline by choosing different protocols
for each stage. New methods could be registered as new protocols for appropriate stages, The
object returned from the pipeline is a self-contained object shipped with the data and a series of
commands to be used. A pipeline can be saved and performed on the raw data though one single
command line to do analysis in pre-defined order.
A GC-MS metabolomics experiment typically compares multiple biological samples, with 3-6
replicates per sample, where the measurements from each replicate are described by three vari-
ables: time, m/z, and relative intensity. Experimental conditions have information about treatments
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and replicates that can be used in the processing. For example, at the components grouping stage,
we assume the similarity within technical replicates and then biological replicates, and match com-
ponents reversely traversing the design tree. Chromatoplots allow users to use a directory structure
to specify the experimental design, and read into in the pipeline.
## load package
library(chromatoplots)
## check stages we have in chroamtoplots
chromaStages()
## [1] "genProfile" "loadSample" "loadExperiment"
## [4] "fillPeaks" "findComps" "findPeaks"
## [7] "groupComps" "normalize" "removeBaseline"
## [10] "rtcor" "summarize"
## or
## getOption('BioC')$commandr$methods
From this list, we can see the currently supported stages and default methods for that stage,
and the function Stage provides more information for particular stage, including input and output
type, methods implemented. For example, there is a stage name called groupComps in that list. In
the output, the description for this stage is Group Components then followed by input and output
types, which both are a class defined in chromatoplots, called cpExperiment. On the second line,
you can see the methods implemented for this stage, the default method angle is marked with *
and alternative methods are listed in the same line.
## stage for grouping commponents
Stage("groupComps")
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## Group Components (cpExperiment -> cpExperiment)
## methodNames: *angle, density
In following sections, detail for each stage is provided. The visualization and graphics are used
for demonstration of ideas and not supported now in chromatoplots. Diagnostic graphics are under
development in another package called chromatoplotsGUI on github.
4.2.1 Loading samples
Stage("loadSample")
## Load sample (character -> cpSample)
## methodNames: *xcms
Stage("loadExperiment")
## Load experiment (character -> cpExperiment)
## methodNames: *xcms
The first step is of course loading the raw CDF data into R to be analyzed. In chromatoplots, we
extend xcms data structure, xcmsRaw for single file and xcmsSet for multiple file, into new classes
cpSample and cpExperiment, which implement commandr’s framework, so they are essentially
PipelineData objects, attached with pipeline information. Loading samples will automatically
generate a matrix called profile matrix introduced in next section.
4.2.2 Profile matrix generation
Stage("genProfile")
## Generate profile matrix (cpSample -> cpSample)
## methodNames: *intbin
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This step rounds each mass to the nearest unit. The challenge is that when intensity falls below
threshold it is undetectable, so missing values have to be imputed. One option is imputing missing
value with 0 values for the reason that the detection threshold is small relatively to the metabolite
signal. Another approach is to set the missing values to half of the threshold. The AMDIS [57]
imputes the missing intensities based on the fraction of the time points that cross the detection
threshold within a time frame. We directly implemented xcms’s profiling methods, the default
method is using its BinLinBase which linearly interpolate empty bins with base value.
To have an impression about the profile matrix, Figure 4.1 shows a visualization for this matrix,
metabolites should form vertical streaks. Background noise could be observed almost everywhere.
The next step is to remove the background noise.
Figure 4.1: Image of log of the profile matrix. X axis is time, and Y axis is m/z. The darker the color, the
higher the intensity. Gray indicates a time and m/z combination where nothing is detected.
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4.2.3 Baseline subtraction
Stage("removeBaseline")
## Remove baseline noise (cpSample -> cpSample)
## methodNames: *median, rbe
Baseline estimation is the first attempt to separate signals from noise, it’s a critical stage to ac-
curately detect intensity relative to baseline and quantify the abundance. Many baseline correction
algorithm in the literature leverages the slow moving property of the baseline. An approach is to
smooth the data with a matched filter and then take negative second derivative [58, 59, 54]. The
package MassSpecWavelet assumes all peaks have the wavelet of the same shape, so it transforms
the data into coefficient space under a wavelet function [60]. Most other methods use regression to
fit the baseline [61, 57, 62, 63, 64]. A simple and efficient approach is a running window quantile
filter[65, 66, 67, 68].
Among which, chromatoplots implemented two methods. Default method is a median filter, it
calculates the median with a fixed-size sliding window along the time at each step. Challenge is
choosing the right window size, a suggested size would be twice as broad as the broadest peak that
should not interfere with the peak signal, on the other side, convoluted peaks of complex metabolite
mixtures need to be considered, so in practice, users need to configure the window size to achieve
a better balance of robustness and sensitivity. Figure 4.2 shows the impact of median filter.
4.2.4 Peak Detection
Stage("findPeaks")
## Find Peaks (cpSample -> cpPeaks)
## methodNames: centWave, *gauss, matchedFilter, parabola, pipeline
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Figure 4.2: Baseline subtraction using median filter. Filter applied to the chromatogram at 51 m/z. The The
gray line indicates the fitted baseline. The top plot shows raw data with fitted baseline and the bottom plot
shows the residuals after baseline subtraction.
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After baseline is detected and removed, the signal is separated out from most noise, especially
systematic noise. However, signatures need to be found to represent metabolites, so next step is to
find peaks. This will reduce the profile matrix significantly to a set of features, those features or
peaks are like fingerprints for metabolites, used for various learning methods for matching against
replicates or known library.
Peak calling is also critical for quantification of metabolites, different algorithm try to find
maxima and determines the region and shape of the peaks, estimated parameters will be used
for filtering process and downstream stages. The challenge is to accurately call the true peaks
cross individual ion chromatogram along the time course and estimate descriptors for peak shapes.
Most methods use signal to noise ratio to filter the local maxima with different noise estimation
approaches[54, 57, 69, 70, 59].
Two commonly used models for fitting chromatographic peaks are the Gaussian distribution
(Equation 4.1) and Exponentially-Modified Gaussian (EMG) distribution [71]. One member of
EMG class is the exponential-gaussian hybrid (EGH), given by Equation
4.2 [72].
g(t) = Hr exp
( −(t− tR)2
2σ2g + τ(t− tR)
)
(4.1)
h(t) =

Hr exp
(
−(t−tR)2
2σ2g+τ(t−tR)
)
, 2σ2g + τ(t− tR) > 0,
0, 2σ2g + τ(t− tR) ≤ 0,
(4.2)
The EGH is simple and has been reported that it has the flexibility to model a wide range of
asymmetric peak shapes, while still remaining relatively stable [72]. Chromatoplots first calculates
noise from global quantile and find local maxima above it, then estimate parameters from EGH.
It also implements alternative methods, such as centWave, matchedFilter, parabola. Figure 4.3
shows how the algorithm finds islands and local maxima.
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Figure 4.3: Local maxima detection at 51 m/z (top) and 81 m/z (bottom). The blue dots denote the maxima
detected, and the red line represents the quantile cutoff that defines islands.
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4.2.5 Component detection
Stage("findComps")
## Find Components (cpExperiment -> cpExperiment)
## methodNames: *sigma
Component is a term used here to define a set of peaks generated from the same chemical
and represents the signature of the chemical. In theory, it is expected that same chemical and its
component should appear around the same time, because chemicals with similar properties travel
at a fixed similar rate along the capillary column in the instrument. However, in practice, due to
the different sources of noise and variance, they are rarely identical.
Existing methods implements a number of binning algorithms for peaks along the time to
form components[57]. Our approach adopted similar strategy, like AMDIS, we also calculates bin
width from sharpness estimation of the peak fits. Peaks in one sample are sorted by height under
the assumption that tallest peaks are most accurate representation for that component in terms of
retention time, then initial seed peaks are searched for components, iteratively, seed peaks are
updated to leverage the retention time signature, variance and sharpness. So peaks with similar
retention time are clustered together and forms components. In seeding step, no two peaks in the
same component can have identical m/z value and the time distance between a component and
its peaks are limited with regarding to shape of peaks. Figure 4.4 shows visually how peaks are
grouped together to form components.
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Figure 4.4: Components identification. Looks like a profile matrix, but only maxma of peaks shown on the
plot and components are indicated by line segments chaining together the peaks of same component.
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4.2.6 Grouping components between samples
Stage("groupComps")
## Group Components (cpExperiment -> cpExperiment)
## methodNames: *angle, density
To make comparison of abundance cross samples for each metabolites, components have to be
matched. The most common methods are clustering the features. Time-based clustering methods
include fixed-width binning methods [61], k-means variant [73], hierarchical approach [74] and
model-based strategies [54, 75, 76, 77], are specifically designed to match peaks between samples
for each m/z region.
We have chosen the uncentered correlation defined in Equation 4.3, convert the correlation by
taking its absolute value and subtracting from 1, ie 1− |cor|.
4.3.
ρi,j =
Si × Sj√
(Si × Si)(Sj × Sj)
(4.3)
Then use greedy matching approach to match components based on distance, constraints are
set to make sure nether components have been previously matched to a component in the same
sample as its putative partner and each sample contribute at most one component to one group.
Given an example design as shown in figure ??, this algorithm recursively traverse the design tree
from bottom, first matching and grouping components within each genotype group, for the reason,
replicates are supposed to share the most common components, then take the matching to next
level.
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of how the experimental design is represented as a tree in the recursive algorithms
for component matching and retention time correction. The genotype factor splits the samples into two
groups, one for each of the levels, wildtype and mutant. Those groups consist of four replicates each.
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4.2.7 Retention Time Correction
Stage("rtcor")
## Correct Retention Time (cpExperiment -> cpExperiment)
## methodNames: *rloess, smooth
The retention time cross samples might be warped and it will cause the problem when group-
ing components for algorithms that replies on assumption that same metabolite occurs at the
same time. Existing methods including Correlation Optimized Warping (COW) [78, 64], Hid-
den Markov Models [79], Parametric Time Warping (PTW) [80, 66, 76], Semi-parametric Time
Warping (STW) [81, 82], Fuzzy Warping and Robust Point Matching [83, 84]. Or loess model
[54], robust regression algorithms that map retention times in the presence of feature mismatches
[62, 74]. Another consideration is the choice of reference sample, some methods choose random
reference which is not recommended, other methods derive a synthetic reference sample, including
averaging [61], median time selection [54].
Our approach address the reference choice issue directly, which is considered in grouping
component stage. the reference sample will be selected if it has the maximal sum of cluster that
contains its components.
4.2.8 Summarization
This is the first step trying to quantify abundance based on assumption that previous steps
assigning peaks to the correct components and groups of components are correct. Components
are composed of peaks, so problem about quantification of components could be simplified to
summarization of peak area if we assume peak area is linearly proportional to the quantity.
Summarize only tallest peak [85] is risky, so our approach consider all common peaks shared
between samples of the same group for a single component that is characterized by m/z value. This
method is more robust compare to single peak summarization solution.
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Stage("summarize")
## Summarize Quantities (cpExperiment -> cpExperiment)
## methodNames: *common
4.2.9 Normalization
Preparation process or instrumental error could produce unbalanced sample or library size,
that make comparison of metabolite levels cross samples inaccurately. So the abundance has to
be scaled, in other word, normalized. A widely used tradional method is scaling by the ratios
of internal standard [86], but it requires a set of standards being added to the sample. Some
other drawback about this is that every metabolite responds differently to chromatopgraphy, so it’s
hard to choose a representative set of standards, and it has to accurately identify the components.
Another method is to normalize sample by median of the metabolite ratio between sample and a
reference [87].
Stage("normalize")
## Normalize Quantities (cpExperiment -> cpExperiment)
## methodNames: *scale
4.3 Case study
In this case study, we will use the cdf data set from package faahKO. This data set contains
LC/MS peaks from spinal cords, it has two treatments, 6 FAAH knockout mice(KO) and 6 wild-
type mice(WT). It’s just an subset of original data from 200-600 m/z and 2500-4500 seconds.
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## load example data
cdfpath <- system.file('cdf',package='faahKO')
## directory structure
list.files(cdfpath, recursive = TRUE)
## [1] "KO/ko15.CDF" "KO/ko16.CDF" "KO/ko18.CDF" "KO/ko19.CDF"
## [5] "KO/ko21.CDF" "KO/ko22.CDF" "WT/wt15.CDF" "WT/wt16.CDF"
## [9] "WT/wt18.CDF" "WT/wt19.CDF" "WT/wt21.CDF" "WT/wt22.CDF"
All default protocols for each stage are used to construct the pipeline, we can load the whole
directory as input of the pipeline. Function loadExperiment take character that specifying the
files. Function Protocol, used to select method for each stage, if only stage name specified, then
default method is used. Function Pipeline is the constructor of Pipeline object, which connect
protocols one by one, it performs validation on the sequence to check if input/output match stage
requirements.
p <- Pipeline("loadExperiment", "findComps",
"groupComps", "summarize", "normalize")
After pipeline constructed, the last step is to execute the pipeline with input data, this is
achieved by calling perform method. The output of the pipeline here is a cpExperiment object.
A conversion method is provided to convert this object to a general ExpressionSet and function
exprs get a matrix from this object, which each row represents component and column repre-
sents samples.
## perform pipeline with input
res <- perform(p, cdfpath)
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## a cpExperiment object
class(res)
## [1] "cpExperiment"
## attr(,"package")
## [1] "chromatoplots"
## conversion
ex <- as(res, "ExpressionSet")
##
head(exprs(ex))
## ko15 ko16 ko18 ko19 ko21 ko22 wt15 wt16 wt18
## 1 2.902 2.874 2.305 2.839 2.857 2.873 2.885 2.305 2.867
## 3 2.742 2.795 2.780 2.749 2.751 2.778 2.661 2.788 2.797
## 4 2.637 2.305 2.664 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.650 2.305 2.305
## 5 2.881 2.848 2.833 2.796 2.806 2.827 2.869 2.853 2.828
## 10 2.633 2.808 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.781 2.824
## 13 2.672 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.657 2.305 2.305
## wt19 wt21 wt22
## 1 2.851 2.865 2.305
## 3 2.754 2.766 2.809
## 4 2.305 2.305 2.713
## 5 2.811 2.817 2.836
## 10 2.789 2.801 2.305
## 13 2.305 2.305 2.756
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Alternatively, the pipeline can be constructed with a formal Protocol function, it gives you
extra control to change method and tweak with parameters. For example, density method is used
for stage groupComps and pass an argument for binwidth.
## construct pipeline
p <- Pipeline(Protocol("loadExperiment"),
Protocol("findComps"),
Protocol("groupComps", "density"),
Protocol("summarize"),
Protocol("normalize"))
## a mixed version works too
p <- Pipeline("loadExperiment",
"findComps",
Protocol("groupComps", "density"),
"summarize",
"normalize")
res <- perform(p, cdfpath)
To demonstrate how to extend the pipeline with a new stage and customized methods, let’s
create an additional stage which convert a cpExperiemnt object to a matrix. So we use func-
tion setStage to create a stage called CP2DF which implements two methods wide and long.
Method wide outputs a data.frame object where columns represent samples, this is what we called
wide form. Method long output a data.frame object that with columns treatment, replicates, value,
this is so called long form.
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setStage("CP2DF", intype = "cpExperiment", outtype = "data.frame")
## [1] "CP2DF"
setProtocol("wide", fun = function(x){
res <- exprs(as(x, "ExpressionSet"))
as.data.frame(res)
}, parent = "CP2DF")
## [1] "ProtoCP2DFWide"
setProtocol("long", fun = function(x){
res <- exprs(as(x, "ExpressionSet"))
res <- as.data.frame(res)
require(reshape2)
res <- melt(res)
res$group <- gsub("[0-9]", "", res$variable)
res$replicate <- gsub("[a-zA-Z]", "", res$variable)
res <- res[, colnames(res) != "variable"]
res
}, parent = "CP2DF")
## [1] "ProtoCP2DFLong"
Stage("CP2DF")
## CP2DF (cpExperiment -> data.frame)
## methodNames: cP2DFLong, cP2DFWide
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One convenience is that pipeline can be concatenated with new protocols as a list in R, or
use conventional method c to combine the protocols.
p2 <- c(p, Protocol("CP2DF"))
p3 <- c(p, Protocol("CP2DF", "long"))
res.wide <- perform(p2, cdfpath)
res.long <- perform(p3, cdfpath)
head(res.wide)
## ko15 ko16 ko18 ko19 ko21 ko22 wt15 wt16 wt18
## 1 2.902 2.874 2.305 2.839 2.857 2.873 2.885 2.305 2.867
## 3 2.742 2.795 2.780 2.749 2.751 2.778 2.661 2.788 2.797
## 4 2.637 2.305 2.664 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.650 2.305 2.305
## 5 2.881 2.848 2.833 2.796 2.806 2.827 2.869 2.853 2.828
## 10 2.633 2.808 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.781 2.824
## 13 2.672 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.305 2.657 2.305 2.305
## wt19 wt21 wt22
## 1 2.851 2.865 2.305
## 3 2.754 2.766 2.809
## 4 2.305 2.305 2.713
## 5 2.811 2.817 2.836
## 10 2.789 2.801 2.305
## 13 2.305 2.305 2.756
head(res.long)
## value group replicate
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## 1 2.902 ko 15
## 2 2.742 ko 15
## 3 2.637 ko 15
## 4 2.881 ko 15
## 5 2.633 ko 15
## 6 2.672 ko 15
Chromatoplots haven’t implemented its own protocols for calling differential abundance of
metabolites yet. But there is a number of choice to do the analysis for a matrix-like object. For
example, limma is a widely used R package for differential expression analysis for microarray and
RNA-seq data. Now we use limma to compare two treatments and call top 10 metabolites that have
most significant different abundance between two groups.
library(limma)
design <- cbind(Grp1 = 1,Grp2vs1 = c(rep(-1, 6), rep(1, 6)))
fit <- lmFit(res.wide, design)
fit <- eBayes(fit)
## total number of components groups
nrow(res.wide)
## [1] 61
## significant groups
topTable(fit, coef = 2, number = nrow(res.wide),
sort.by = "p", p.value = 0.05)
## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows
Then we use xcms to run the analysis, xcms has its own method called diffreport to
report difference.
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library(multtest)
library(xcms)
library(faahKO)
cdffiles <- list.files(cdfpath, recursive = TRUE,
full.names = TRUE)
xset <- xcmsSet(cdffiles)
## 250:38 300:103 350:226 400:338 450:431 500:529 550:674 600:847
## 250:43 300:128 350:275 400:394 450:500 500:637 550:835 600:1027
## 250:25 300:93 350:227 400:337 450:411 500:498 550:640 600:758
## 250:19 300:67 350:169 400:258 450:301 500:373 550:488 600:580
## 250:24 300:60 350:166 400:254 450:315 500:391 550:501 600:582
## 250:31 300:71 350:183 400:280 450:338 500:422 550:532 600:604
## 250:41 300:105 350:212 400:319 450:416 500:533 550:684 600:838
## 250:27 300:107 350:232 400:347 450:440 500:549 550:712 600:905
## 250:24 300:87 350:200 400:293 450:351 500:426 550:548 600:661
## 250:22 300:65 350:161 400:243 450:293 500:358 550:483 600:561
## 250:28 300:69 350:157 400:229 450:282 500:364 550:493 600:592
## 250:30 300:81 350:188 400:280 450:356 500:473 550:618 600:765
xset <- group(xset)
## 262 325 387 450 512 575
xset2 <- retcor(xset, family = "symmetric")
## Retention Time Correction Groups: 133
xset2 <- group(xset2, bw = 10)
## 262 325 387 450 512 575
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xset3 <- fillPeaks(xset2)
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/KO/ko15.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/KO/ko16.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/KO/ko18.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/KO/ko19.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/KO/ko21.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/KO/ko22.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/WT/wt15.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/WT/wt16.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/WT/wt18.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/WT/wt19.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/WT/wt21.CDF
## /usr/local/lib/R/site-library/faahKO/cdf/WT/wt22.CDF
nrow(xset3@groups)
## [1] 400
reporttab <- diffreport(xset3, "WT", "KO", "example",
nrow(xset3@groups),
metlin = 0.15, h=480, w=640)
## ko15 ko16 ko18 ko19 ko21 ko22 wt15 wt16 wt18 wt19 wt21 wt22
sum(reporttab$pvalue < 0.05)
## [1] 33
The xcms package called 400 metabolite group candidates, and 33 of them are significantly
different between two groups, in comparison, with default method and parameters, chromatoplots
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identified only 67 metabolite group candidates and 2 of them are significantly different between
two groups. So with default methods, chromatoplots is more conservative. However, parameters
have a critical impact on the final result, so an important next step is to tweak the parameters with
pipeline to check the effect. This is also why the chromatoplots is designed for.
4.4 Methods and materials
The chromatoplots package is building on R package commandr [56] for pipeline framework,
and implemented xcms natively and import most methods as stages and protocols. The xcms [54]
is a widely used R and Bioconductor package for preprocessing GC/MS and LC/MS data. R is
a statistical programming language with a variety of implementation of statistical methods, and
Bioconductor is platform hosting hundreds R packages designed specifically for biological data
analysis. Visualization used in this chapter is generated with basic R graphic engine, ggplot2 [25]
and GGobi [9]. Example data used for case study are provided by package faahKO [88].
4.5 Discussion
This chapter has presented numerical algorithms for a pipeline of the preprocessing of GC-MS
metabolomics data. The output of the pipeline is an cpExperiment that can be easily converted to
an experimental data matrix with rows describing metabolites and columns corresponding to ex-
perimental conditions. As next steps, the features worth implementing as stages are de-convolution
of peaks, and metabolite identification. Peak convolution means two or more peaks overlapped in
time, that results might lead to inaccurate estimation of peak parameters. Identification is impor-
tant to derive biological meanings from the analysis pipeline. This may involve the construction
of a database for public submission of spectra or the development of an algorithm for matching
spectra to molecular structures.
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Chapter 5
COMMANDR: A COMMAND PATTERN
IMPLEMENTATION IN R
Tengfei Yin, Michael Lawrence
Manuscript prepared for submission to the Journal of Statistical Software
ABSTRACT
The package commandr helps the user by making a flexible structure and a common framework
for constructing analysis pipelineso. It is an R implementation of command pattern and could be
applied for various purpose ranging from GUI actions, logging to parallel processing. This paper
introduces the conceptual framework and data structure, practical usage for each components and
a case study. Commandr defines three key components, Stage, Protocol, and Pipeline. Stage class
represents a role in a pipeline. For each stage, multiple protocol object could be registered with
different concrete methods. Pipeline manages all the commands and bookkeeps all the queued
commands. Packages like chromatoplots 4 relies on commandr, it makes analysis pipeline clearer
to users and easier to use, make pipeline more extensible with new developed numeric methods for
stages. Theoretically speaking, any workflow in R would benefit from implementing commandr
for following a better programming pattern. This is especially true for bioinformatics tools, for
the reason that most of them extensively use various methods from multiple packages and soft-
ware to construct automated workflow, commandr also make benchmark and parameters tweaking
significantly easier.
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5.1 Introduction
Command pattern[89] is a concept from object-oriented programming that defines an object
which encapsulates all necessary information used for executing queued commands or methods.
Information ranges from names, parameters to values and data. A classic command pattern is
usually composed of following components:
• Command: Interfaces to execute a method.
• Concrete command: Implements concrete method for command interface by triggering cor-
responding methods on receiver.
• Clients: holds concrete command and it’s receiver.
• Invoker: accepts concrete commands and invoke them.
• Receiver: performs receiver-specific methods.
Command objects have various applications, including logging, do/undo, analysis pipelines,
GUI actions, parallel processing, etc. It makes it easier to construct general framework to dele-
gate, queue and perform methods, implement multiple modes for commands and management of
commands, without too much effort to be aware of class of method and modes.
R[11] is a statistical computing platform with numerous modeling, data manipulation, machine
learning methods developed in more than 4000 packages in CRAN. What’s more, Bioconductor
project also holds more than 600 packages with bioinformatics and computational biology focus.
All together makes R one of the most widely used computing environment for all-purpose data
mining, analysis and visualization.Lots of applications from users are written in scripts to perform
specific tasks. However, for bigger project, a mature analysis pipeline need to be highly extensible
with more user-friendly interface. For developers, this is even more critical to encapsulate your
pipeline into a general framework as a package.
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Commandr is a CRAN package which implements command pattern in R[11]. This package
defines S4 representation for the command pattern and its key components. The Operation class is
a simple implementation using closures and supports forward and reverse (undo) evaluation. The
more complicated Protocol framework represents each type of command (or analytical protocol)
by a formal S4 class. A Stage class represents a role to be played by protocols in a pipeline.
Commands may be grouped and consecutively executed using the Pipeline class. PipelineData
is receiver and encapsulated in the Pipeline object. In the following sections we will introduce
those components and the framework in detail, and complete this paper with a straight-forward
case study.
5.2 Conceptual frame work
To understand the framework, let us consider to implement a simple pipeline, the pipeline is
composed of following steps
1. Chop: Remove missing value and non-numeric values. This step is composed of three meth-
ods: (a) remove missing value only. (b) remove both missing value and any negative value
(c) quantile based on parameter prob.
2. Average: Compute average. Two methods implemented: (a) mean (b) median.
Now let’s think about what kind of data you want to put in and get out of the pipeline. Suppose
in this simple case, we input a numeric vector and output a numeric value. The following sections
describes components under the framework using this example.
5.2.1 Stage
Stage class represents a role in a pipeline, or in other word, an abstract step that transforms
one data type into another. The transformation may be implemented in a number of ways, each
corresponding to a protocol. Users normally do not have to interact with this object, but developers
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can define and implement new protocols for each stage. A Stage object could be created by its
constructor function Stage. A more user-friendly function is provided to define new derivatives of
the Stage class, setStage is a wrapper function with arguments to specify those most important
properties of a stage, including input/output type. A set of accessors are provided for convenient
access to properties of this object.
Firstly, we load the library and define a Stage called Average, that aims to compute average
from a numeric vector. By calling setStage, stage name, display name and input type are
specified, output type by default is the same as input type, where both parameters with default
value ANY, that means no restriction is defined about input or output data types.
## load library
library(commandr)
## set Stage 'average', return lowercase 'role' name
setStage(name = "Average", dispname = "Average Numbers",
intype = "numeric")
## [1] "average"
As a side-effect, calling setStage function would also creates classes StageAverage and
ProtoAverage, corresponding to derivatives of Stage and Protocol class.
## classes created
showClass("StageAverage")
## Class "StageAverage" [in ".GlobalEnv"]
##
## No Slots, prototype of class "S4"
##
## Extends: "Stage"
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showClass("ProtoAverage")
## Virtual Class "ProtoAverage" [in ".GlobalEnv"]
##
## Slots:
##
## Name: active
## Class: logical
##
## Extends:
## Class "Protocol", directly
## Class "Command", by class "Protocol", distance 2
It also defines a generic function average that performs methods for this stage. To this step,
we haven’t implemented any concrete methods or protocol yet. So when
showMethods("average")
## Function: average (package .GlobalEnv)
## object="numeric"
To check properties about a stage, one can simply use function Stage to create a Stage
object, and use accessors like function defaultMethod, inType, outType to get infor-
mation about it. When you simply print a Stage object, it will show most information available,
for example, discription name, and use an arrow to indicates the input type and output type, and
all methods implemented if exists.
obj <- Stage("Average")
## print information
obj
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## Average Numbers (numeric -> numeric)
## methodNames:
5.2.2 Protocol
A Protocol object performs a stage in a particular way, as part of a Pipeline. Function setProtocol
is used to define a new type of Protocol for certain stage. Every type of protocol in a pipeline is
implemented as an S4 class, ultimately derived from Protocol.
Let’s implement three protocols: mean, median and quantile for stageaverage as an example. A
list of parameters could be passed as representation and will be set as slots for the defined class. In
this example, we specified a parameter of probs for method quantile.Mean, median and quantile
are method names and would each have a corresponding Protocol derivative. Protocols that have
the same stage all derive from a common, virtual Protocol derivative corresponding to that stage.
In our example, we would have three protocol classes: ProtoAverageMean, ProtoAverageMedian,
ProtoAverageQuantile.
## implement protocol for Stage 'average'
setProtocol("mean", fun = mean, parent = "average")
## [1] "ProtoAverageMean"
setProtocol("median", fun = median, parent = "average")
## [1] "ProtoAverageMedian"
setProtocol("quantile", representation = list(probs = "numeric"),
fun = quantile, parent = "average")
## [1] "ProtoAverageQuantile"
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## slots probs added
showClass("ProtoAverageQuantile")
## Class "ProtoAverageQuantile" [in ".GlobalEnv"]
##
## Slots:
##
## Name: probs active
## Class: numericORlanguage logical
##
## Extends:
## Class "ProtoAverage", directly
## Class "Protocol", by class "ProtoAverage", distance 2
## Class "Command", by class "ProtoAverage", distance 3
If we check our stage object again, three methods are implemented already, and the default
protocol is marked with *, which is protocol mean here.
obj
## Average Numbers (numeric -> numeric)
## methodNames: *mean, median, quantile
Another side effect of this function is that a generic is defined, named of the form role.Method,
that performs this protocol, given the data and additional arguments. Thus, in our example, we
would have generics average.mean, average.median and average.quantile.
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## define a random numeric vector
d <- rnorm(100)
## methods
average.mean(d)
## [1] -0.1785
## attr(,"pipeline")
## Pipeline with 1 protocol(s):
## [1] Average Numbers (mean)
average.median(d)
## [1] -0.1843
## attr(,"pipeline")
## Pipeline with 1 protocol(s):
## [1] Average Numbers (median)
average.quantile(d, probs = 0.75)
## 75%
## 0.3498
## attr(,"pipeline")
## Pipeline with 1 protocol(s):
## [1] Average Numbers (quantile)
## equivilent to
## average(d)
## average(d, "median")
## average(d, "quantile", probs = 0.95)
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Most users will not be awared of implementations, but simply construct a Protocol and add
it to a pipeline. To construct a Protocol, simply call function Protocol with stage name as
first argument and protocol name as second argument. Additional accessor are provided to get
information for this particular protocol.
## create a Protocol object
proto <- Protocol("average", "quantile")
## some accessors
stage(proto)
## NULL
inType(proto)
## [1] "numeric"
parameters(proto)
## $probs
## numeric(0)
##
## $active
## [1] TRUE
5.2.3 Pipeline and PipelineData
A Pipeline represents a sequence of Protocols. When executed, it executes each of the protocols
in turn, where each protocol is passed the output of the previous protocol, so protocols used in
sequence require input/ouput matches each other.
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To explain the concept about pipeline, let’s create another stage called ’chop’ which trim vector
in two ways. One is simple remove missing values and the other one cut data in a limited range
and remove missing values.
## define Stage 'chop'
setStage("chop", intype = "numeric")
## [1] "chop"
## implement two protocols
setProtocol("na", fun = function(x) na.omit(x),
parent = "chop")
## [1] "ProtoChopNa"
setProtocol("range",
representation = list(low = "numeric", high = "numeric"),
fun = function(x, low = 0, high = Inf){
x[x >= low & x <= high]
na.omit(x)
},
parent = "chop")
## [1] "ProtoChopRange"
Function Pipeline constructs a Pipeline object with sets of protocols. The arguments passed
should be named and be either a Protocol object or a role name for which a default Protocol is
constructed. Print a Pipeline object simply shows stages with chosen protocol in order.
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## simply pass stages names, using default methods
p <- Pipeline("chop", "average")
p
## Pipeline with 2 protocol(s):
## [1] chop (na)
## [2] Average Numbers (mean)
## more formal way
p <- Pipeline(Protocol("chop", "range"),
Protocol("average", "median"))
p
## Pipeline with 2 protocol(s):
## [1] chop (range)
## [2] Average Numbers (median)
## utils
inType(p);outType(p);
## [1] "numeric"
Function perform is used to execute all the protocols one by one in a pipeline, with the output
of each protocol passed as input to the next. Takes input to the first protocol and returns the output
of the last protocol. We simulated a numeric vector with one missing value, and perform the whole
pipeline on this data.
d <- c(rnorm(10), NA)
perform(p, d)
## [1] 0.05987
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## attr(,"pipeline")
## Pipeline with 2 protocol(s):
## [1] chop (range)
## [2] Average Numbers (median)
Pipeline extends list, so, in general, it can be treated as one when it comes to subsetting, etc.
For example, if we only want to execute the chop stage, we could simply subsetting the pipeline
object as a list. Convenient methods like head, tail, c works for Pipeline object too.
perform(p[1], d)
## [1] 0.94034 0.78786 0.08694 0.03280 1.55286 -2.40488
## [7] 0.16733 -0.40313 -1.74584 -0.69384
## attr(,"na.action")
## [1] 11
## attr(,"class")
## [1] "omit"
## attr(,"pipeline")
## Pipeline with 1 protocol(s):
## [1] chop (range)
PipelineData is a virtual class representing a dataset with an attached pipeline that describes
the series of steps that produced the object. The storage of the data is up to the implementation.
The methods described here apply equally to PipelineData and any other object that has pipeline
as a slot/attribute.
5.3 Case study
In this section, we will use mammal sleep data set in package VIM to demonstrate how to
construct the pipeline using commandr. Suppose we have a goal to test impact of different imputa-
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tion method on model fitting and we use either summary or visualization methods to diagnose the
difference.
• Impute missing value: Simple (mean, median), listwise deletion, multiple imputation.
• Fit model: Fit a simple linear model.
• Visualization: Diagnostic graphics (Residuals vs Fitted and QQ)
Let’s first construct the four stages we need, default stages doesn’t specify any input/output
type, this is the most flexible definition of stages, that basically says that the stage could be inserted
into any pipeline within any context. Of course, it’s not always a good practice and it’s error-prone,
it would be better to set strict I/O checking on each stage.
For imputing missing value stage, we first set it with function setStage, the first argument is
used to set stage name, please note that even we use the word Impute with capital ’I’, a generic
method with all lower case impute is created, so please make sure there is no conflict with
existing generic methods. The second arguments gave description for this stage, and we require
the intype is a data.frame, by default, the output type is the same as input type, so the output type
is also data.frame in this case. As the first stage in the pipeline, this basically determine the input
of the pipeline. Then we define three protocols for this stage one by one, the first method being
defined will be the default method for that stage, you can check that when you call Stage function
on stage name as shown in the example, the default method, which is ’simple’ here, is marked by
*.
## load data
data(sleep, package="VIM")
## Stage 1: Impute missing value
setStage("Impute", "Impute missing", intype = "data.frame")
## [1] "impute"
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## Protocol method 1
setProtocol("Simple", "Non-stochastic methods",
fun = function(data, method = c("mean", "median")){
method <- match.arg(method)
res <- apply(data, 2, function(d){
d[is.na(d)] <- do.call(method, list(d, na.rm = TRUE))
d
})
as.data.frame(res)
}, parent = "Impute")
## [1] "ProtoImputeSimple"
## Protocol method 2
setProtocol("Listwise", "Listwise deletion",
fun = function(data){
data <- na.omit(data)
}, parent = "Impute")
## [1] "ProtoImputeListwise"
## Protocol method 3
setProtocol("Multiple", "Multiple imputation",
fun = function(data){
require(mice)
imp <- mice(data, print = FALSE)
complete(imp)
}, parent = "Impute")
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## [1] "ProtoImputeMultiple"
Stage("Impute")
## Impute missing (data.frame -> data.frame)
## methodNames: listwise, multiple, *simple
Then we started to create the second stage for model fitting, we only implement one protocol
here using function lm. Here we introduce a new argument representation, which specify
the arguments list the protocol take. For this stage, we output a lm object.
## Stage 2: Model
setStage("Modeling", "Fit model", intype = "data.frame",
outtype = "lm")
## [1] "modeling"
setProtocol("lm", representation = list(model = "formula"),
fun = function(data, model){
lm(model, data = data)
}, parent = "Modeling")
## [1] "ProtoModelingLm"
The final stage is simple visualization methods to diagnose the model, here we implement two
plots, one is for residuals plot and the other is a QQ plot. Let’s set input to lm, and output type to
ANY .
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## Stage 3: Visualization
setStage("Visual", intype = "lm", outtype = "ANY")
## [1] "visual"
setProtocol("residual", fun = function(x){
require(ggplot2)
p <- qplot(x = fitted(x), y = residuals(x)) + stat_smooth() +
xlab("Fitted values") + ylab("Residuals")
}, parent = "Visual")
## [1] "ProtoVisualResidual"
setProtocol("QQ", fun = function(x){
plot(x, which = 2)
}, parent = "Visual")
## [1] "ProtoVisualQQ"
Then we start to construct pipeline with three different stages. This step and the following API
is usually the only thing exposed to users, and they can easily and clearly construct their workflow
using any existing protocols provided by any packages as long as their input and output types
match each other.
p1 <- Pipeline(Protocol("Impute"),
Protocol("Modeling", model = Dream ˜ Span + Gest),
Protocol("Visual"))
p2 <- Pipeline(Protocol("Impute", "listwise"),
Protocol("Modeling", model = Dream ˜ Span + Gest),
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Protocol("Visual"))
p3 <- Pipeline(Protocol("Impute", "Multiple"),
Protocol("Modeling", model = Dream ˜ Span + Gest),
Protocol("Visual"))
perform(p1, sleep)
perform(p2, sleep)
perform(p3, sleep)
5.4 Discussion
Commandr package significantly eases the user interfaces for constructing pipeline and script-
ing tasks. Developers also benefits from following the Command Pattern, which make develop-
ment of protocols independent, flexible and extensible. This package makes an convenient com-
panion for command line based projects and for many other workflow based projects, especially
useful to compare and benchmark different methods and parameter settings.
The next step for commandr package will be visualization and GUI development for the pipeline
derived object, it is necessary to translate abstract workflow to the level users could easily under-
stand, this could enhance the user experience including the interactivity to control the pipeline,
toggle forth and back to different stages with different protocols, and diagnose intermediate re-
sults. Concrete implementation would be in separate packages, for example, a shiny version
implementation for GUI development, could be in a package something like commandrShiny. So
any other packages developing their pipelines under commandr framework will automatically get
support for all this. In addition, it’s worth adding more support for parallel processing and com-
puting, so as to make it easier to deploy your pipeline in cluster.
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Figure 5.1: Residuals vs Fitted value plots. For imputing methods: simple mean substitution, listwise
deletion and multiple imputation
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Chapter 6
VISUAL MINING AND INFERENCE FOR RNA-SEQ DATA
Tengfei Yin, Mahbubul Majumder, Niladri Roy Chowdhury, Dianne Cook, Randy Shoemaker,
Michelle Graham
Invited paper submitted to the Journal of Data Mining in Genomics & Proteomics
ABSTRACT
In an analysis of RNA-Seq data from soybeans, initial significance testing using one software
package produced very different gene lists from those yielded by another. How can this happen?
This paper demonstrates how the disparities between the results were investigated, and can be
explained. This type of contradiction can occur more generally in high-throughput analyses. To
explore the model fitting and hypothesis testing we implemented an interactive graphic that allows
the exploration of the effect of dispersion estimation on the overall estimation of variance and
differential expression tests. In addition, we propose a new procedure to test for the presence of
any structure in biological data.
Keywords: RNA-seq; differential expression; dispersion estimation; visual mining; lineup infer-
ence
6.1 Introduction
RNA-seq is a high-throughput sequencing technology used to measure differential expres-
sion(DE) of genes. RNA or cDNA samples are broken into small fragments from which short
nucleotide sequences are generated. These fragments are aligned with their corresponding genic
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sequences and the number of fragments (counts) aligning to a gene provides a relative estimate
of the level of expression of that gene under specified experimental conditions. Comparing these
counts across several treatments gives insights into how the genome is responding to different
treatments.
Many commonly used and freely available software tools have been developed for DE analysis
of RNA-seq data. Most work directly on the count data, such as Cufflinks [90], Bioconductor
packages edgeR [91], DESeq [92], and baySeq [93]. Some analysts are transforming count data
into approximately normally shaped data and using software developed for microarray data, like
limma package with function voom [94]. Recent studies conducting comprehensive comparisons
across software packages report that there is no single optimal approach [95, 96]. Cuffdiff does
not perform as well probably due to its normalization procedure accounting for isoform-specific
information. Interestingly, methods based on a variance-stabilizing transformation combined with
limma (eg voom + limma and vst + limmma) perform well in general and are not sensitive to effects
caused by outliers [95]. In addition, compare to Cufflinks, the Bioconductor packages edgeR and
DESeq support more complex multi-factor experiments.
There are many factors that may directly impact DE analysis such as normalization, count-
ing, alignment, sequencing depth and sample size. This paper focuses on the effect of dispersion
estimation. The packages edgeR and DESeq are designed to adjust for overdispersion, which oc-
curs when variance cross biological replicates is larger than mean expression [97, 98, 99]. They
use a negative binomial model which defines the relationship between variance ν and mean µ as
ν = µ+αµ2, where α is the dispersion factor. In the real world, it is more likely that the individual
gene has its own dispersion factor. In order to conduct hypothesis tests the dispersion must be esti-
mated for each gene, which requires sharing information across genes due to the massive multiple
testing and few replicates common to these types of projects. Different approaches for estimat-
ing dispersion are available. edgeR moderates gene-specific dispersion towards common/trended
dispersion effect modeled by mean-variance relationship, while DESeq takes the maximum of in-
dividual dispersion and the trended dispersion, that making DESeq more conservative and edgeR
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more sensitive to outliers[100]. It’s reported that various parameter settings in edgeR or DESeq
could vary the results of DE analysis a lot, in terms of false discovery rate, type I error control and
truly DE genes detection, probably due to inaccuracies in the estimation of the mean and dispersion
parameters[95].Cuffdiff model the single-isoform gene variance similarly to DESeq approach and
uses a mixture model of negative binomial with the beta distribution parameters as mixture-weights
for multi-isoforms genes[96].
In edgeR, common dispersion assumes that all genes share the same dispersion – too simplis-
tic but useful as a baseline quantity. Trended dispersion is estimated by the fitted value from a
smooth performed on a plot of binned common dispersion versus average abundance. This yields
dispersion estimates for genes with similar average count, effectively averaging dispersion of near-
est neighbor genes. The dispersion estimate is finalized by a weighted likelihood empirical Bayes
approach [97] that shrinks the tagwise dispersion towards the common dispersion or trended dis-
persion. The prior degrees of freedom(parameter prior.df) indicates the weight given to the
prior, and the larger the prior.df, the more the tagwise dispersion are squeezed towards the
common/trended dispersion.The choice of final dispersion value used for each gene can affect sig-
nificance, since the dispersion is the ruler upon which treatment mean differences are measured.
Once the dispersion has been calculated, a modified generalized linear model (GLM), developed
for multifactor RNA-seq experiments where a complex design can be specified [101], can be used
to identify genes differentially expressed between treatments. The significance of any coefficient,
or a contrast of treatments, in the linear model can be performed using likelihood ratio statistics
or quasi-likelihood statistics. Benchmark data demonstrates that shrink tagwise estimates towards
trended estimates gave better results than shrinking towards common dispersion estimates and
GLM method usually find more significant genes than exact test[95].
In this paper, we discuss the effect of dispersion estimation on RNA-seq differential expression
analysis. The data used in this paper comes from a study on the iron efficiency response in two
genotypes of soybean. Primary interest is on the iron response of one genotype (RPA), where
Replication Protein A Subunit 3 has been silenced by a virus. The other genotype (EV) is the
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control which was infected by virus having an empty vector [102]. Several new visual tools are
developed to help this investigation. Interactive plots enable the large data sets to be explored
using traditional statistical plots. We can create plots of the dispersion under different scenarios
and display the resulting p-values. Mousing over these plots brings up a classic model diagnostic
plot for the gene in focus, in a relatively seamless manner, so that many of these individual gene
charts can be viewed quickly. In addition, a new visual hypothesis test is conducted by comparing
significant genes with the most significant findings from data where structure has been removed.
The results section (6.3) describes the experiment that brought the issue to our attention, and
an explanation for the contradiction in results we found from using different dispersion estimation
methods. It illustrates the interactive graphics capabilities that helped to examine the results, and
that will help digest results in larger, complex RNA-seq studies. The section also describes the
results of a visual hypothesis test to determine presence or absence of any structure in RNA-seq
data. For plant data, like the soybean, where results can be complicated by genome duplications
and environmental effects, this can be helpful guide for troubleshooting downstream analyses. It
should be noted that a key feature of the visual analysis is the importance of plotting the raw
data, in conjunction with estimated elements. Section 6.2 on materials and methods describes the
dispersion estimation methods used, the methods behind the interactive graphics and the visual
hypothesis test, and software used.
6.2 Materials and Methods
The RNA libraries were prepared and then sequenced by Illumina (http://www.illumina.
com/) equipment. For full details see Atwood et al. [102]. The 12 raw fastq files were then
aligned by bowtie2 [103] and output to 12 bam format files. The bamfiles are available at: National
Center for Biotechnology Short Read Archive (NCBI SRA Bioproject accession PRJNA190191).
As documented in Atwood et al. one sample was removed suring pre-processing for quality rea-
sons, resulting in 11 samples. To use Cuffdiff, we split the data into two groups based on treatment
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to test iron condition effect, renamed the bam files to reflect the experimental design and then
perform two independent analyses for each subset. For the analysis using edgeR, the package
Rsamtools was used to import the bam files, and the package rtracklayer was used to import the
gene features gff file. The package GenomicRanges was used to count reads for genes and out-
put a matrix containing gene counts for each sample. All samples were analyzed together using a
negative binomial generalized linear model. False discovery rate methods gave the final gene lists
for each analysis.
To determine the effect of dispersion of DE analysis, we used edgeR in two different ways. In
method 1, the approach mirrors the Cuffdiff analysis and the samples corresponding to treatments
EV and RPA are separated. Tests for differential expression are run on each subset. In method 2,
both treatment and condition are analyzed together. Method 1 treats the analysis like two separate
single factor experiments, while method 2 treats the experiment as a 2×2 factorial design, followed
by contrasts for checking specific effects. A major difference between the two approaches is the
way dispersion is estimated. With method 1 dispersion is estimated separately for each treatment,
but for method 2 it is estimated using both treatments, all samples. edgeR is used with negative
bionomial GLM method, tagwise dispersion is squeezed towards trended dispersion instead of
common dispersion.
The interactive graphics are programmed in R is using package cranvas[10], which is back-
ended by packages qtpaint[13] and qtbase[12] handling the graphical elements using Qt libraries.
Linking is controlled by the package plumbr[104], which registers the signal generated from the
scatterplot. A function is attached to this signal which retrieves the data for the selected gene and
generates the static interaction and model estimates plots using the ggplot2 [105] package. The re-
sponse rate is fast, and performance with this size of data is quite reasonable to get a good overview
of the data quickly. The packages cranvas,qtpaint, qtbase are available for most linux distributions
and the Mac operating system, but not Windows yet. All of the other packages are available across
all platforms. The R script for producing interactive diagnostic graphics is available at bitbucket
(https://bitbucket.org/yintengfei/paper_jdmgp_soybean/src/).
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The inference test for structure involved recruiting independent observers using Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk[106]. Amazon’s Mechanical Turk is used for tasks that humans can do better than
computers, which is the case for reading statistical plots. The web page for this project is http://
www.public.iastate.edu/mahbub/feedback_turk9/homepage.html. To test for
the significance of a treatment, or interaction effect, in the RNA-Seq data, multiple lineups are gen-
erated and posted on this site. Observers saw three lineups: a very easy one generated from sim-
ulated data, and two containing data from the RNA-Seq experiment, with the most significantly
expressed genes on treatment, and interaction. The simulated data is used as a filter, responses
from subjects who correctly pick the most structured plot in this lineup are kept for the two real
lineups. For each of the treatment and interaction lineups, multiple versions were available, and
chosen randomly to show a subject. Versions were made with the observed data plot placed in dif-
ferent locations on the page, and amongst different null plots. By doing this, we ensure that if the
observed data is detectable, then it does not depend on where it was placed in the lineup, or what
comparisons were used. Buja et al [107] introduced the idea, Majumder et al [108] validated the
approach in controlled conditions, and Roy Chowdhury et al [109] used the approach to examine
HDLSS data in controlled conditions.
6.3 Result
6.3.1 Data, Experiment, Contradictions
Table 6.1: A 2× 2 factorial experimental design with two treatments and two iron conditions, three biolog-
ical replicates in each.
Iron Condition
Treatment I S
RPA 1,2,3 1,2,3
EV 1,2,3 1,2,3
As shown in Table 6.1, the experimental design is very simple, a 2× 2 factorial design. There
are two treatments (RPA, Empty Vector), two conditions (Iron insufficient and sufficient), and
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three replicates in each. In the two treatments, virus induced gene silencing was used to silence
the expression of a DNA replication gene RPA (GmRPA3c). An Empty Vector (EV) control was
used to control for the effect of the virus on plant growth and development[102]. The goal of the
project was to identify the genes significantly effected by GmRPA3 silencing (treatment) and/or
iron availability (condition) among the greater than 40,000 genes in the soybean genome.
In other words, the question of interest is whether the two treatments responded differently to
the two different conditions, and if so, which genes were responsible. That is, which genes have
different expression patterns for the two treatments, particularly in regard to iron conditions.
Figure 6.1: Representation of counts of genes found to be significant for iron condition for treatments EV
and PRA, based on two different approaches: (left) mosaic plot, and (right) conventional Venn diagrams of
significant genes.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the results. For method 1, treatment EV was reported to have 304 differ-
entially expressed genes on iron condition, and treatment RPA had only 75 differentially expressed
genes. An argument could be made that EV was responding more feverishly, either activating or
de-activating genes, to the two conditions. But repeating the analysis using edgeR flipped these
results. With this method, EV was reported to have 90 differentially expressed genes and RPA,
many more at 133 differentially expressed genes. Using only method 2, we might argue that RPA
was responding more vigorously to the two conditions. The two methods report paradoxical con-
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clusions.
Proposition: Dispersion for RPA is substantially greater than dispersion of EV. This
would account for the contradictory numbers of significant genes based on analyzing
data together or separately.
All tests for differences between treatments were constructed by measuring the difference be-
tween means using a ruler calibrated by the variance. The mean calculations are straightforward,
and typically always the same. It is the variance estimation which can differ. When there is one
experiment, the variances are calculated on the replicates of each treatment, and these are used to
gauge the difference between the means. In RNA-Seq data there are many genes being tested si-
multaneously, thought of as many simultaneous experiments. Therefore the dispersion calculation
takes into account the shared dispersion of all the genes along with that of the treatment replicates
for the individual gene. Figure 6.2 illustrates some of the ways that variance estimation difference
can affect the interpretation of the difference between means.
We estimated an appropriate measure of dispersion for the soybean data, common biological
coefficient of variation (BCV)[101], using the two different methods, one for all 12 samples and
one for split data for different treatments (6 samples each). In addition, we estimated BCV for
each factor combination to identify which factor contributed more to the common dispersion. The
results are shown in Table 6.2. In general, treatment RPA has higher common dispersion, especially
under insufficient iron conditions.
Table 6.2: Dispersion for all possible combinations of factor levels. Generally, larger dispersion is observed
with treatment RPA, treatment RPA under condition iron insufficient has largest dispersion.
Iron Condition
Treatment I S Pooled
EV 0.114 0.042 0.076
RPA 0.176 0.108 0.151
Pooled 0.174 0.087 0.095
If the data is split and dispersion is estimated separately for each treatment the ruler used
to assess the difference between iron condition means for EV is smaller (0.076) than that for
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M N
M N
M N
(a) SIGNIFICANT (b) NOT
(c) SIGNIFICANT (d) NOT
Ruler
A
B
Difference
Figure 6.2: Diagram illustrating how estimation of the variance can affect the interpretation of the mean
difference, under different scenarios. (a) Conventional situation, where each condition (M, N) has the same
small variance, mean difference is viewed as significant, because it is big relative to the small variance. (b)
One condition (N) has higher variance than the other, ignoring the difference, and pooling the variances
would increase the length of the ruler upon which the difference is gauged, to the extent that the difference
is not considered to be significant. (c) Addition of an extra treatment level (B), that has larger variance, but
this has no effect because each level of the treatments (A, B) is handled as separate samples – difference is
still seen as significant. (d) Variances across treatments (A, B) are pooled, which increases the length of the
ruler upon which the difference is measured, resulting in no significant difference.
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RPA (0.151), and thus more genes will be detected as different (304 vs 75). On the other hand
if dispersion is estimated across both treatments the ruler will be medium sized (0.095), which
changes the interpretation of how big a difference there is between the two iron condition means.
This is why the count of significant genes flips from 90 to 133 for the two treatments, EV and RPA,
respectively when using different programs.
6.3.2 Interactive Diagnostic Graphics
To explain the diagnostic procedures we will backup a few steps, to the start of the analysis.
A commonly used diagnostic plot for DE analysis is to examine the mean-variance relationship
and plot the biological coefficient of variation (BCV) against the mean abundance, on a log2 scale.
BCV is the square root of the tagwise estimated dispersion[101]. This is a scatterplot, where one
point represents a single gene. When created using the R package, cranvas, this plot is interactive:
mousing over the plot, or clicking, will create an event which can be used to induce changes in
other charts. An interaction plot is linked to the scatterplot for this experiment, because it is ideal
for examining the results of the 2 × 2-factor experiment. For a 2 × 2 experiment the interaction
plot contains points for each gene for each treatment and replicate. There are three replicates
for each treatment, except for one treatment which only has two. This gives 11 data points for
each gene. The horizontal axis is the iron condition, and the vertical axis displays log2 count per
million. Color and symbol indicate VIGS treatment. A line connects the means for the treatments.
Examining this line indicates important aspects of the results, with the most interesting being
whether the treatments are responding differently to the iron condition, as would be indicated by
different slopes of these lines.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the scatterplot linked with an interaction plot of the raw data, and a plot
of the estimated means generated by the GLM. To begin, the pattern in the BCV vs abundance
plot should be examined. It is expected that as abundance increases dispersion decreases. For
genes with small mean abundance, dispersion varies a lot. There is a curious string of points with
high abundance, which cluster apart from the others as having unusually high dispersion (explored
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using linked brushing in Figure 6.4). From later investigation this cluster contain genes that come
from repeated elements of the genome, and in regions not of interest, so they were removed in later
analysis.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of linking plots to examine mean-variance relationships and gene expression. The
left plots (a, d) show the mean-variance (BCV vs log2 of count per million (CPM)). One point represents
one gene. The yellow point indicates highlighting of a point by identification using mouse action, which
immediately displays this gene in the two other plots on the right. The middle column shows interaction
plots of the raw data (b, e) and the right column shows the fitted value from the model (c, f). The two genes
that are highlighted have similar overall mean abundance but different dispersion, one low (top) and one
high (bottom).
In Figure 6.3, Yellow, in the BCV vs abundance scatterplots, indicates the gene that is the focus
of the user’s interaction – the user has actively selected this point to investigate. When the point
is selected the interaction plot for the respective gene is shown. In the top row, a gene (call this
A) that has a high overall mean abundance, but relatively low dispersion is highlighted, and in the
bottom row a gene (call this B) with similar mean, but relatively higher dispersion is highlighted.
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of linking plots to examine mean-variance relationships and gene expression for
genes in a strange cluster. Two points are identified in a group of outliers. Clearly they all have similar
expression patterns, so do other points in that group, where one replicate has an unusually low expression
value. Later investigation revealed that these genes are repetitive elements of the soybean genome, and this
may have caused some counting problems.
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The gene with relatively low dispersion would be considered the more interesting gene, and should
emerge from the hypothesis testing as more significantly expressed than the other. The difference
in dispersion is visible in the interaction plots. Gene B on RPA treatment has one replicate with an
unusually high value on the iron sufficient condition, which likely resulted in the high dispersion
value. The plot of the model estimates from GLM in edgeR on the right shows what the model sees
when expression is fitted to the treatment levels. The model estimates don’t seem to match the raw
data. The estimated mean for RPA (green) is pulled towards the replicate with the extremely high
value, which suggests something strange is happening with the model. In Figure 6.4 two genes
from the strange cluster are highlighted, and from the interaction plots we can see the pattern of
each is almost identical, supporting the conclusion that they are from repeated elements of the
genome where counting of reads would be problematic.
Figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 illustrate the effect of the shrinkage parameter(prior.df) on the dis-
persion calculation, and hence the p-value and the significance of genes. Two different shrinkage
parameters (1 and 10) are chosen. Here we have chosen a very small value (0), and the default
value (10). The top two plots on the left in each figure provide a comparison of the two p-values
that would result from the two different shrinkage values, on full scale and zoomed in to small
values. If the shrinkage parameter didn’t matter the points would lie very close to an X = Y line.
We can see that there is a positive linear association, a low p-value for initial shrinkage corresponds
to a low p-value for another, but the spread is much larger than we might expect. This says that the
p-values are changing substantially in relation to shrinkage, and popping in and out of significance.
Three different genes are highlighted. In Figure 6.5 a gene that has low initial p-value that increases
for the converged shrinkage value, so that it would initially be a candidate for an interesting gene,
but is dropped from the list in the final analysis. The next two plots shows the BCV for the two
different shrinkage values, and it can be seen that the BCV initially is close to 0, and is increased
to 0.27 with the change in shrinkage. The last two plots shows the raw data interaction plot (left),
and the model estimates with dispersion shown as bars. Shrinkage with prior.df = 10 pulls the
tagwise dispersion towards the trended dispersion value, effectively reducing significance of this
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gene. Figure 6.6 shows a gene with the opposite pattern, one that initially has large dispersion,
but this is reduced substantially to increase the significance from 0.06 to about 0.005. Figure 6.7
shows a gene for which there is little effect of the shrinkage. It is a gene with a very small p-value,
which doesn’t change much.
The interactive graphics demonstrated here enable the analyst to investigate the effects of the
choices that they make in the data pipeline. Particularly the effect on significance needs to be
understood to ensure reliable results in these large high-throughput studies.
6.3.3 Lineup Inference
RNA-Seq data is an example of high-dimension low sample size (HDLSS) data. In this type
of data the high-dimensionality can dwarf any signal in the data. Roy Chowdhury et al [109]
examined whether differences between groups are visible in the presence of many noise variables.
This is equivalent to the multiple testing involved in identifying gene expression differences in
RNA-seq data analysis. Roy Chowdhury et al used the lineup protocol described in Buja et al
[107]. The lineup protocol is a very new approach to test discoveries made using visualization
while data mining.
Figure 6.8 shows a lineup constructed on the 2 × 2 experiment described in this paper. There
are 20 interaction plots laid out in a grid. One of the plots displays actual data and the others show
what might be seen when data is randomized (null plots). The actual data plot shows the most
significantly expressed gene from a test of whether RPA (green) silencing affects expression of
the gene depending on iron condition, but EV (orange) does not. This corresponds to a pattern
where the slope of the green line is steep, and the spread of the green points is small. The null
plots are generated by permuting the experimental design (see Table 6.3 for an example). The
full analysis is conducted on this permuted data, and the most significant gene is recorded and
plotted. The process is repeated 19 times to give the 19 null plots. These represent the most
extreme patterns we might see if there is no treatment effect. An independent judge is employed
to examine the lineup and choose the plot with the most structure. If the observed data is selected
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Figure 6.5: Exploring the effect of shrinkage parameter (prior.df) choice on the differential expression
of EV (orange) when gene significantly differentially expressed only with prior.df = 1. Two different
shrinkage values (prior.df = 1 and prior.df = 10) are chosen, and compared using the change in
p-values (6.5(a)) and zoomed view (6.5(b)), BCV (6.5(c)) and zoomed view (6.5(d)). Yellow indicates gene
under investigation, chosen by mouse action on the plot. The interaction plot (6.5(e)) for this gene, and the
model estimates are shown (6.5(f)). Bars in the model estimates plot (6.5(f)) show the changes in different
dispersion estimates, for tagwise estimates, number means prior.df. The gene investigated here becomes
less significant from the first shrinkage value(1) to the second(10), as seen that it has a smaller p-value on
the horizontal axis(< 0.05) and higher on the vertical axis(> 0.12) (6.5(b)), and the increase in tagwise
dispersion (6.5(f)) with prior.df = 10. It makes sense because the variation in RPA(green) is larger
than for EV (orange) (6.5(d) and 6.5(e)), and trended dispersion is bigger. EV should really be considered
more significantly expressed. The shrinkage increase the influence of RPA dispersion on the EV dispersion
estimate.
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Figure 6.6: Exploring how the shrinkage parameter (prior.df) choice affects the differential expression
of EV (orange) when gene significantly differentially expressed only with prior.df = 10. Two different
shrinkage values (prior.df = 1 and prior.df = 10) are chosen, and compared using the change in
p-values (6.6(a)) and zoomed view (6.6(b)), BCV (6.6(c)) and zoomed view (6.6(d)). Yellow indicates gene
under investigation, chosen by mouse action on the plot. The interaction plot (6.6(e)) for this gene, and the
model estimates are shown (6.6(f)). Bars in the model estimates plot (6.6(f)) show the changes in different
dispersion estimates, for tagwise estimates, number means prior.df. The gene investigated here becomes
more significant from the first shrinkage value(1) to the second(10), as seen that it has a larger p-value on
the horizontal axis(> 0.05) and smaller on the vertical axis(< 0.02) (6.6(b)), and the decrease in tagwise
dispersion (6.6(f)) with prior.df = 10. It makes sense because the smoothed trended dispersion for this
gene is smaller (6.6(f)) than observed raw dispersion (6.6(e)). The shrinkage increase the influence of global
smoothed dispersion on the EV dispersion estimate.
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Figure 6.7: Exploring how the shrinkage parameter (prior.df) choice affects the differential expression
of EV (orange) when gene significantly differentially expressed with both prior.df = 1 and 10. Two
different shrinkage values(prior.df = 1 and prior.df = 10) are chosen, and compared using the change
in p-values (6.7(a)) and zoomed view (6.7(b)), BCV (6.7(c)) and zoomed view (6.7(d)). Yellow indicates
gene under investigation, chosen by mouse action on the plot. The interaction plot (6.7(e)) for this gene,
and the model estimates are shown (6.7(f)). Bars in the model estimates plot (6.7(f)) show the changes
in different dispersion estimates, for tagwise estimates, number means prior.df. The gene investigated
here becomes more significant from the first shrinkage value(1) to the second(10), as seen that it has a larger
p-value on both the horizontal axis and vertical axis(< 0.01) (6.7(b)), observed dispersion are small for both
RPA and EV (6.7(e)). So this is a gene that is not affected much by the choice of shrinkage.
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 steepest, and the spread of the green 
 points relatively small? 
Figure 6.8: Lineup to examine the significance of the iron effect on RPA (green), regardless of the effect on
EV (orange). The question at the top of the lineup is the request put to the judges. One of the plots uses the
real data, and the true experimental design, the rest use permuted treatment levels effectively breaking any
real association between experimental factors and gene expression. In each case the gene shown is the one
that has the most significant difference between iron response on RPA. The position of the observed data
plot in the lineup is the solution of this expression
√
(24 − 22)/3.
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by the judge, this is equivalent to rejecting a null hypothesis. The null hypothesis for this lineup
is “RPA silencing does not affect gene expression”, that is, there are NO genes on the RPA treated
plants that respond differently depending on iron condition. If the null hypothesis is rejected it is
also saying that there is no structure in the data.
Table 6.3: Example of how permutation of experimental design is conducted. Experimental treatment labels
are permuted, which breaks any association with expression. Any patterns seen in these permuted data sets
is consistent with random variability.
Original Permuted
Treatment Condition log2 CPM Treatment Condition log2 CPM
A M 5.0 A N 5.0
A M 10.0 B M 10.0
A N 2.5 B M 2.5
A N 2.0 A N 2.0
A N 3.0 A M 3.0
B M 1.5 B N 1.5
B M 2.0 A N 2.0
B N 7.0 B M 7.0
B N 6.5 A N 6.5
Why is this important? In RNA-Seq analysis, a substantial number of the genes will appear to
be significant simply due to the massive multiple testing. Even with false discovery rate adjust-
ments, some genes may still have p-values that would considered to be small. With small p-values
it is so tempting to believe that the genes are significantly responding to the treatment. Plots of the
data give additional information that portray a different aspect of the response, the effect size, how
strongly the genes respond to the treatment. Two genes that have very similar p-values may have
entirely different expression differences. The lineup enables an assessment of this effect size, and
closely associates fold change while taking p-value into account.
For this experiment, the results of the hypothesis testing are very strong. The p-values for
testing of the presence of an interaction effect (as in the lineup shown) and the treatment effect are
0.
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6.4 Discussion
The way dispersion is estimated substantially affects the significance testing in RNA-Seq data.
The effect of heterogeneity between treatment groups can result in radically different, and possibly
contradictory, gene lists depending on the way dispersion is estimated. It is historically known as
Simpsons paradox [110], and is observed in many other types of data analyses, for example, cal-
culating correlations across groups. It became famous with the Berkeley admissions controversy
when it was alleged that graduate programs were unfairly accepting more male applicants. Com-
bining acceptances across colleges meant that admission rates for women were much lower than
for men, but it was dismissed when admission rates in each college showed the reverse pattern.
In differential expression analysis there are multiple sources of variation that need to be un-
derstood in order to arrive at lists of genes to investigate further. In multi-factor studies, a further
source of different variance is introduced with the factor levels. Understanding these different types
of variation is greatly assisted by making plots of data. It is important to make appropriate plots,
which for a 2 × 2-factor experiment is the classical interaction plots. Using interactive graphics
helps to cover the seemingly high hurdle of massive amounts of data, while still incorporating these
important plots into the analysis. The interactive graphics demonstrated here enable the analyst to
investigate the effects of the choices that they make in the data pipeline. In particular, the effect
on significance needs to be understood to ensure reliable results in these large high-throughput
studies. Streamlining the interactive graphics, so that they work more smoothly, and for broader
types of investigation is planned for the future.
The lineup protocol, available as part of visual inference, helped to reassure us that for the ex-
periment being investigated that there was structure in the data with both treatments and conditions
altering gene expression. It is quite possible with these large experiments that patterns found are
purely due to random variation, and this new test enables this to be examined in a rigorous manner.
While this is not a substitute for classical inference, visual inference enables the assessment of the
effect size in the data, and a sampling of random patterns that one might find in data.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS
The manuscripts and papers included in this thesis form fundamentals and framework for data
analysis and visualization of genomic data, in terms of both theory and application. The software
commandr is a pipeline building package, and the software chromatoplots demonstrates its use
for metabolomics data pre-processing. The software biovizBase lays out infrastructure for data
manipulation, transformation, and color theme design for biological data and ggbio is a mature
implementation and demonstration of these standards. The work on RNA-seq analysis using visual
inference is a case study illustrating the use of these packages.
7.1 Other work
There is other research not included in this thesis because they are still under development,
that has been a critical part of my PhD research and has the potential for future impact on in-
teractive visualization systems for high-throughput genomic data. These are objectSignals,
objectProperties, objectWidgets, objectWidgetsQtwhich comprise a MVC(Model
View Controller) framework in R. These are designed to support interactive visualization systems,
for example, visnab. Here is a description of the current state of this work:
• visnab: VisNAB(VisNAB is Not A Browser) is designed for visualization of genomic data,
especially for next generation sequencing data. Besides traditional track-based views, visnab
also aims to offer alternative views, including Bird-Eye overview, circular view, etc. At the
same time, it also provides statistical cues and analytical tools for guiding scientists to find he
information of interests. With support of QT library and related API in R, it makes interactive
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graphics for visualizing and exploring huge amount of data with high performance. This
toolkit with other packages in Bioconductor form an analytical pipeline for exploring the
genomic data. It’s current on github https://github.com/tengfei/visnab.
• objectSignals: This package defines a mutable Signal object that can report changes
to its state, clients could register functions so that they are called whenever the signal is
emitted. The signal could be emitted, disconnected, blocked, unblocked, and buffered. It’s
currently on CRAN.
• objectProperties: It has a factory of self-describing properties, supports the definition
of sets of properties on objects. Observers can listen to changes on individual properties or
the set as a whole. The properties are meant to be fully self-describing. In support of this,
there is a framework for defining enumerated types, as well as other bounded types, as S4
classes. It’s currently on CRAN.
• objectWidgets: A set of abstraction of widgets that mapped from objectProperties
pre-defined and derived properties. This package layout infrastructure for building GUI un-
der object* framework. It’s used to be implemented with actual tools, such as Qt or shiny.
It’s current on github https://github.com/tengfei/objectWidgets.
• objectWidgetsQt: A real implementation of objectWidgets, this package map
set of properties into Qt-base widgets. It’s current on github https://github.com/
tengfei/objectWidgetsQt.
I had also been working with the USDA on next generation sequencing data analysis as follows:
• RNA-seq data DE analysis: The project tried to identify genes that differentially expressed
under two treatments (RPA and iron efficiency) and interpret the biological significance. I
was in charge of performing the quality control, tools benchmarking, DE analysis, calling
the final gene list using different computational tools, including edgeR, DESeq, cuffdiff . The
research publication was accepted on May 28, 2013 in “Replication Protein A Subunit 3 and
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the Iron Efficiency Response in Soybean”, Atwood, Sarah, O’Rourke, Jamie, Peiffer, Greg;
Yin, Tengfei; Majumder, Mahbubul; Zhang, Chunquan; Cianzio, Silvia, Hill, John, Cook,
Dianne, Whitham, Steve, Shoemaker, Randy, Graham, Michelle, Plant, Cell & Environment.
• Whole genome sequencing(WGS): This project tried to do population genetics study with
approximately 60 landmark soybean cultivars. I have been working with the pilot data (about
20 lines) conducting quality control, filtering raw data, calling SNPs/INDELS/CNV(copy
number variation). The initial association study was conducted using the tools, vcftools,
vcflibs, PLINK, bowtie, cnv-seq, FREEC and R or Bioconductor packages, such as
snpStats, VariantsAnnotation, Rsamtools.
7.2 Impact
For packages on Bioconductor, it is possible to track the downloads statistics.
• Between March 2012 - May 2013, biovizBase has been downloaded 58070 times worldwide.
• Between March 2012 - May 2013, ggbio has been downloaded 7652 times worldwide.
• The users of ggbio come from research institutes and academic departments all over the
world, such as Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Lawrence Berkeley National Labo-
ratory, The European Molecular Biology Laboratory, The Scripps Research Institute, Semel
Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior, Institute Pasteur, Genentech, Iowa State
University, and University of California-Davis.
• Email asking questions about my packages appears frequently on R, Bioconductor mailing
list, and github issues page, and I handle approximately 3 emails/week.
• Between December 2012 - May 2013, the ggbio paper has been cited 5 times.
• I had been invited to Seattle to give a three hour workshop on ggbio usage for Bioconductor
conference in July 2013.
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For the packages hosted on CRAN or github (XXX which ones), it is not possible to track
the downloads and potential impact. But from my collaborations and emails, these packages do
contribute substantially to the research in many labs.
7.3 Future work
The general theme of this thesis is the theory and application of graphical framework and
methods to biological data analysis, especially for genomic data. Each component has a specialized
focus but altogether compose integrated systems. As such, there are numerous directions for the
future.
Package biovizBase should generalize the data fetching methods for various raw data into a ge-
netic method and customized methods should be allowed too. Caching ability is a major limitation.
However it is debatable how and where the actual implementation of this should be. For example,
as long as biovizBase provides flexible fetching capabilities, ggbio can implement its own cache
methods. In general, more numerical methods regarding transformations required by visualization
need to be added and improved with more efficient C/C++ component to increase the speed. ggbio
is fairly a mature package, but the API could be improved to be more user-friendly. In terms of
visualization methods, there are lots of potential gaps to be filled to make it an even more useful
toolkit. For example, more core objects should be supported. What’s more, a shiny version
user interface would be nice to have. The packages commandr and chromatoplots as most other
command line tools, would benefit from GUI built on top of them for easier use. For interactive
graphic systems related projects, there is still a long way to march. The major challenge is support
for Windows systems, and most features are still in a relative immature state. MVC related work
need to improve the implementation with Qt – that’s the last piece of the puzzle – this component
should be submitted on CRAN as soon as possible.
HTML5/Canvas/JavaScripts based visualization seems very promising in the future as the
information flows shift to the internet. As data becomes too large to be stored in local desktops,
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a lot of data are likely to be warehoused on servers, and accessed by cloud computing. All these
trends put the internet browser as one of the most popular front-ends to analyze and visualize the
data. It’s possible to implement my work with new interfaces. This will be the most challenging
direction in the future.
7.4 Summary
In summary, these are the contributions that my PhD thesis research has produced for bioinfor-
matics and computational biology community, especially for the R and Bioconductor community.
These work together improves biological visualization as well as being tested on applications.
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